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Why bother?

The recent general election result
appears to put off yet again the much
fabled parliamentary road to socialism.
The only real positive is that it gives
us all an opportunity to reflect and
regroup.
The Brexit question is interesting.
At a UK level the Conservatives only
increased their vote share by 1%,
Labour plummeted by 8%, while
pro Remain parties in total (SNP,
Lib Dems and Greens) increased by
over 6%, the Brexit Party obtaining
2%. Whilst these are net figures with
a degree of “churn” within each,
these numbers don’t tell me that
Labour was insufficiently pro Brexit,
or “not respecting the result of the
referendum.” The Lib Dems actually
did extremely well but because under
our bizarre and undemocratic electoral
system they actually lost seats, they
were deemed as having a very bad
night! This is Alice in Wonderland
politics.
The question of whether the UK
is in or out of the EU is relatively
marginal for the condition of the
working class. On balance, it is better
to be in, as part of an integrating
economic, political and monetary
entity, for the advantages of European
unity in general and because it creates
larger economic units and helps bring
the working classes together. It is
obvious a working class movement
of 400 million plus is of immensely
greater potential power than one of
40 million and capable of taking over
an immeasurably more powerful
economic unit.
Given none of the actual Brexit
options available corresponded to
what was claimed in 2016 and given
the passage of time, it was entirely
principled and democratic to propose
a further referendum to decide the
issue finally and irrevocably. Such a
referendum must allow the people to
make a sovereign choice and had to
include Remain as well as the actual
Brexit options.
The failure of Labour was not in
proposing a further democratic exercise
but in failing to take the agenda away
from Brexit and onto the terrain of

class. For this the weak, feeble and
ineffective Labour leadership has to
carry the major responsibility.
The great majority of the socialist
and revolutionary left, including the
Weekly Worker Group, seems to have
been completely disorientated by Mr
Corbyn and Corbynism, and there is
frankly little rational justification for
that. ‘We’ collectively seem to have
bet the entire farm on Mr Corbyn
becoming prime minister and bringing
about a socialist transformation of the
state and economy. Yet another failure
by the Labour Party to win a general
election is treated as a disaster for the
whole class and the left.
Under face to face scrutiny Mr
Corbyn appeared vague, uncertain,
defensive and petulant. He has
become infamous for not answering
questions. Is that because he has
become a “good” politician or that he
simply didn’t know the answer or his
own mind? Many think the latter. Mr
Corbyn just never appeared to have the
intellect, the grip or clarity or firmness
of purpose to take on the role of Prime
Minister. As candidate for PM he was
an embarrassment.
Mr Corbyn never seemed to have
a political philosophy, a political
strategy or a political programme.
Under any form of pressure or
challenge, he buckled and bended time
and time again. He has a reputation of
supporting some “international” causes
but usually not where the socialist and
communist left have actually taken
state power. In his dreadful biography,
Tom Bower strongly hints that Mr
Corbyn was recruited by Cuba as a
secret communist!! Je souhaite....!!
Cuba was one international cause Mr
Corbyn has never much identified
with, make of that what you will.
Mr Corbyn’s famous “support” for
the Palestinian cause and for Hamas
and Hezbollah seemed to be more
motivated by superficial dislike of the
State of Israel than the establishment
of an inclusive, democratic, unitary
and secular Palestinian state. If he was,
he would have been more identified
with Marxist Leninist formations such
as the Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine. Of course under pressure,
he now declares his full support for the
existence of the State of Israel.
Why do so many on the socialist
and revolutionary left think the road to
socialism in Britain has to be, must be,
via the Labour Party?

Communist University 2020
A week of provocative and stimulating debate, sponsored by
Labour Party Marxists and CPGB

August 15-22
Goldsmiths University, 8 Lewisham Way, New Cross, London SE14 6NW
Nearest stations: New Cross, New Cross Gate
Accommodation: Loring Hall, St James
Full week, including accommodation in en suite single rooms - £250
(£150 unwaged). Solidarity price: £300.
First/final weekend, including one night’s accommodation: £60 (£30).
Day: £10 (£5). Single session: £5 (£3). Reservation: £30.
Cheques: Make payable to CPGB and send to:
BCM Box 928, London WC1N 3XX.
PayPal: Go to the CPGB website: www.cpgb.org.uk.
Bank transfer: email tina@cpgb.org.uk for details.

The Labour Party was founded
by trade unions in order to elect to
parliament and other assemblies trade
union and working class representatives
to press for legislative changes to
benefit working people in this country.
Its role is to win elections and then use
those elected representatives to press
for changes. It’s inherent purpose and
function is to achieve reforms within
capitalism.
Yes, the Labour Party has allowed
socialists to join, both as affiliated
organisations
and
individual
members, but it is always clear the
aim of socialism was a small minority
view within the Labour Party and
subordinate to the aim of trade union
representation.
Yes, Lenin described the Labour
Party’s federal and affiliated structure
as unique, not uniquely good or bad,
just unique. It is incredibly positive
that millions of “ordinary” trade
unionists and workers are affiliated
to the Labour Party and have some
opportunity to influence its policy
direction and leadership, although
how far this happens in practice is
questionable. On the flipside, this
builds an inherent conservatism into
Labour as those millions are by no
means radical, let alone socialist or
communist.
Mr Corbyn and Corbynism
never really seemed to be about
advocating socialism as a replacement
of capitalism. At best, it was for
an ameliorated, reformed, more
corporatist capitalism, along the lines
of the West German economy and state
from the 1950s. Mr McDonnell was
brave enough to talk of a capitalism
“transformed” into something he might
call socialism, but probably nothing
Marxists and communists would
accept as such. Not one single capitalist
was going to be expropriated, let alone
shot. If Corbyn and Corbynism is
really as best as it is going to get in
the Labour Party, my question would
be why should communists focus so
much continued effort and attention
on it?
The Labour Party is very, very bad
at winning general elections. If we
exclude the Blair/Brown New Labour
period, it has not won a general election
in 45 years. If it can’t win elections it
becomes rather useless as an institution
as that is its primary raison d’être.
The Weekly Worker Group used
to criticise those, especially in the
Socialist Party of England and Wales,
as wanting to create a Labour Party
Mark II. That criticism made a lot
of sense. It is (rightly) clear on the
imperative to establish a united and
ultimately a mass communist party.
But it projects this objective alongside
an aim to “transform the Labour Party
into the united front of the working
class and its organisations”. The Group
is clear the Labour Party itself cannot
become that Communist Party.
Has the Weekly Worker Group
(or socialists and communists more
generally) really the time, capacity and
energy to both be part of the Labour
Party and to seek “to transform it
into a united front and with a Marxist
leadership” and build a single united
ultimately mass Communist Party?
Is not the “transform Labour” agenda
another version of the Mark II or
halfway house, this time with regard to
the aim of a mass Communist Party?
I think you have to choose comrades.
Andrew Northall
Kettering

Hard questions

The post-mortem on Corbyn’s
disastrous defeat has already begun.
This will obviously include the
CPGB and supporters of this paper.
Hard questions need to be asked and
answered.
First, was Brexit and its hold over
Labour’s traditional working class

the principal reason? Answer: yes. As
Labour MP Richard Burgon said, with
the same leader and a similar manifesto
in 2017, Labour picked up three million
more votes. In the meantime, austerity
continued, and there were more
closures and job losses in the deprived
north. To play devil’s advocate, once
again Corbyn proved incapable of
revamping his 2017 manifesto - ie,
from Keynesianism light to heavy until it was too late. Instead of sitting
on the fence over Brexit, he should
have come out fighting for an election
at the first opportunity, based on a
message that a Labour government
would end privatisation of the NHS,
improve nurses’ pay, along with social
care, education, plus a plan to build
hundreds of thousands of new council
homes, and nationalise transport, water
and the energy companies, etc.
Labour’s manifesto was greeted
with incomprehension and incredulity
by many working class people,
especially in northern England. They
had succumbed to Brexit tribalism,
fed by the festering sore of English
nationalism, so they voted Tory on
December 12. As a result, Labour lost
seats it had held for almost a century.
Added to that, Corbyn failed to deal
with the anti-Semitism smears, which
reinforced the general perception
that he is a weak leader. The Jewish
actress, Miriam Margolyes, was able to
distinguish between criticism of Israel
for its oppression of the Palestinians
and anti-Semitism. But Corbyn could
not manage to do that.
Should Labour have its own
independent media? Answer: yes. But
that is not going to be easy in the age
of social media. Public platforms are
being used to create echo chambers
for identity politics, which allows
people to hear only what they want
to hear - or see. This also exacerbates
their obsession with pointing out how
different they are from the ‘others’.
Therefore the left finds itself in a
morass of competing identity groups,
ranging from LGBT+ to white
supremacists.
Given the Tory landslide, the
bourgeois media is overjoyed, of
course. The Financial Times editorial
(December 14) proclaimed: “Labour’s
experiment in hard-line socialism
under a fatally flawed leader has
failed spectacularly”. Already sterling
has bounced back to its 2018 value
and shares are on the rise. But now
“a modern social democratic party”
needs to be forged by “breaking the
Marxist grip on Labour” (the Blairites
are already getting ready to deal with
that!). On the other hand, Johnson’s
“thumping majority means he is no
longer held hostage by hard-line Tory
Brexiteers. The PM has the opportunity
to pursue a closer relationship with the
EU”. And, given the fact that the EU
makes up half of British trade, this
will protect the British economy, as
opposed to a trade deal with the US,
which is never going to be easy. Public
outcry over the prospect that the NHS
- “this marvellous British institution”,
as Johnson describes it - would be held
to ransom by US pharmaceuticals must
have come as a shock to him. But let’s
wait and see what happens to that one.
Firstly, Johnson has to decide
whether he wants a softer Brexit or not.
If so, it will probably take longer than
the end of 2020 to reach a satisfactory
conclusion. But that isn’t going to be
easy, because Johnson wants to protect
Britain’s strongest assets - eg, financial
services - whereas the EU will want
to drive a hard bargain. Yet staying
closely aligned to the EU - whilst being
outside it - is a good idea, because it
might dampen down the disintegrating
tendencies within the United Kingdom;
such as the SNP’s demand for another
independence referendum. If the
border down the Irish Sea can also be
scrapped, then Northern Ireland’s drift

towards economic integration with the
south might be impeded.
The biggest question of all for the
left is: would the working class have
voted for a qualitatively different
manifesto - ie, a socialist one? Answer:
no. For that to happen, the working
class needs a Marxist party and
strategy. But why is that proving to be
such a difficult task? Whichever way
you look at it, this has to be part of our
own post-mortem.
Rex Dunn
email

Purge PLP

‘Brexit fatigue’, just like the ‘Falklands
factor’ in the 1983 general election, has
given the Tories a substantial working
majority in 2019.
Now Boris Johnson must deliver
on “getting Brexit done”. He must also
keep his pledge that the NHS is not
up for sale to giant American health
insurance corporations. There is also
the approaching world recession, which
most economists expect in the second
half of 2020. Then there is Scotland.
The victorious Scottish National Party,
like the nationalists in Catalonia in
Spain, are likely to organise a new
independence referendum.
Johnson will also have to deal
with the five-week wait for universal
credit; the 1.2 million people visiting
food banks each year; and the 85,000
households in temporary housing
(including 125,000 children); not to
mention the thousands sleeping rough.
Jeremy Corbyn was also a factor
in Labour’s defeat. Corbyn’s job in
moving Labour to the left is done
and now a new leader - preferably a
woman - is needed. My money is on
Rebecca Long-Bailey, MP for Salford
and Eccles. A new leader must purge
the Parliamentary Labour Party of all
remaining Blairite MPs.
The results of the 2019 general
election are only a snapshot in time. A
lot can happen in the next five years.
We must prepare for sharp turns and
sudden changes.
John Smithee
Cambridgeshire

You know best

As I previously said, Lexit, including
the end to free movement, would have
resulted in a Corbyn government. Still
you know best.
It’s not only the carnage that will
now result, including any amount
of excess deaths, but we can now
guarantee runaway climate change (as
of now, 200 species extinct per day).
Love and kisses, comrades!
Nick Elvidge
email

It’s capitalism

Dave Vincent returns to the issue of
foreign workers, claiming that nobody
has answered his arguments against
controlled
immigration
(Letters,
December 12). I refer readers to only
some of my own letters on migration
and let them judge: March 20 2014;
April 17 2014; June 18 2015; June 22
2017; July 13 2017.
Dave asks, “Do indigenous peoples
worldwide have any rights at all over
unprecedented numbers of those
coming into their country without their
agreement?”
Competition under capitalism
leads to false ideas about the burden
of newcomers to native-born workers,
who claim first pick on ‘our’ hospitals,
‘our’ housing, ‘our’ social security
benefits. In fact, bad housing, hospital
waiting lists, low pay and bad working
conditions are universal problems.
They are a consequence of the essential
poverty of all people who depend on
being employed in order to live. There
was never a time when life was easy.
Migrants did not create the problems.
They arrive here with the false hope
of escaping the same misery in their
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home countries, but find when they
arrive here they have to share it and
take the blame for it.
Since its inception, capitalism has
drawn workers from poorer parts of
the country and from abroad to more
developed regions in order to satisfy
its labour needs. And, as Marx said,
capitalists require to also build up an
industrial reserve army for the bosses
to maintain their dominance in the job
market and to control wage levels.
All those people migrating are simply
obeying the imperative that they must
try to find a place to work. No amount
of restrictions will change that fact.
The resentment against migrants
is a class matter and such prejudice is
inflamed by the many sections of the
ruling class. Capitalism has sometimes
been against immigration restrictions
by promoting the free movement and
availability of wage labour. But, at
the same time, the capitalist social
system is a fertile breeding ground
for anti-foreigner policies. This may
seem like a contradiction, but that is
how it is, for capitalism is riddled with
contradictions and inconsistencies. It
cannot be a system of human harmony
- division and conflict are in its very
nature. Capitalism is a ‘dog eat dog’
world and will remain so until it is
abolished.
The solution to the immigration
crisis lies not with building fences,
but with creating the conditions that
do not necessitate people leaving their
homes, their family, their friends and
neighbours. The reality is that the
solution is socialism. In the meantime,
instead of undermining the ability of
migrant workers to cross borders in
search of work, migrants need to be
unionised, uniting migrant workers
alongside local workers in a collective
struggle to maintain and improve
upon wages and conditions. As long
as workers are viewing migrants as
the cause of their problems, they leave
themselves divided and distracted.
The concern of working people over
wages, unemployment, welfare and
public services is totally legitimate.
However, placing the blame on
migrants does not address the causes of
these problems or bring improvements
to the situation. The problem is the
capitalist system itself. The path to
beginning to solve these problems is
workers’ unity across ethnic, religious
and national lines. It is vital that the
trade unions make the recruitment of
migrant labour a top priority.
There is your answer, Dave, as
painful as it is. No worker, solely by
birthright, has a guarantee to a secure,
decent life under capitalism. It is
wishful, utopian thinking to believe
otherwise.
Alan Johnstone
Socialist Party of Great Britain

Sectionalism

While he has always been a trade
union activist, championing militant
working class causes, Dave Vincent
does not seem to realise that his
progressive side is more than
counterbalanced by his instinctive
nationalism.
For Dave, it is obvious that
national rights come first - which
is why he can’t understand when
internationalists fail to put the rights
of indigenous workers over and above
those of outsiders. He claims that
we have not answered this point, but
in fact it is Dave who has failed to
respond to what we have previously
argued.
For
instance,
why
should
‘indigenous rights’ apply only to
states? Why doesn’t he ask, ‘Do the
people of London have any rights
at all over those coming into their
city from Manchester without their
agreement?’ Why is it only the
inhabitants of states who should have
the right to bar outsiders? Speaking
as an ‘immigrant’ to London myself,
I am totally opposed to the idea that
people who happen to be born in a

given locality must have priority over
those who originate elsewhere.
What about free movement within
Britain? If, for example, half the
population of Manchester decided
to move down here, think what that
would do to our schools and hospitals!
Surely that should be prevented Londoners must come first! My view
is that, on the contrary, the entire
world belongs to all its people and
in order to make that fact a reality
we need working class unity across
the planet. I am against all forms of
sectionalism, whose proponents seek
to divide workers - whether on the
basis of our trade, our workplace or,
in Dave’s case, our country.
It is true that, when it comes to
democratic decision-making, it is
only those who currently inhabit a
given locality, city or state who should
have the right to decide on matters
that affect it specifically. So, if I
happen to be passing through during
a local election, I don’t think I should
have the right to vote for a local
councillor - just as overseas residents
with no connection to Britain did not
have the right to vote in last week’s
general election. However, as soon as
immigrants have settled permanently
(after, say, six months), they should
have full and equal rights to those of
all other citizens.
Why does Dave want to stop me
from moving freely to a different
country if I so choose? Why shouldn’t
I have the right to go and live where
I want? Of course, many people
feel forced to migrate because they
just cannot live a decent life where
they happen to be, but obviously the
answer to that is not to tell them,
‘Tough luck - you just have to stay
there anyway.’ The answer once
again lies in a united working class
movement to end the current system
of class-based oppression.
Peter Manson
London

Hyper-activism

Mike Macnair’s article, ‘Political
zombification’, resonated strongly in

its analysis of the Socialist Workers
Party’s “stunted internal discussion
culture” (November 28). As a member
of the SWP now for a few years, the
sense of being “dumbed down” rings
true.
For example, I voted remain in
the EU referendum, partly on the
basis, however misjudged, that with
the UK remaining a member-state
(given freedom of movement within
the EU, as opposed to just within the
UK) then the facilities for unification
of a European proletariat can emerge.
It was basically an argument that
had its basis in the historical parallel
of German unification, about which
Engels wrote to Marx: “… we have
to accept the fact, without approving
of it, and to use, as far as we can,
the greater facilities now bound at
any rate to become available for the
national organisation and unification
of the German proletariat” (Friedrich
Engels to Karl Marx in London, 25
July 1866).
Whatever the merits of this
argument, my point is that, once
raised, it was either ignored or
dismissed, not criticised or discussed,
as the central committee line was
Lexit. This was quite early on in
my membership, and I was lacking
confidence and certainly naive, but
I was certainly not encouraged to
develop it further and potentially
stimulate debate.
I’m sure in the aftermath of
the election the issue of Scottish
independence will largely mirror the
Brexit debate, in that the CC line will
be obeyed and myself as a member
will not be going into too much depth
in analysing, understanding and
criticising the issue. Instead I will be
summoned for paper sales, leafleting
and so on, as Macnair highlights:
the issue of hyper-activism leading
into “political tailism in the name
of single-issuism”. How true! How
much expended energy is involved in
latching onto the latest ‘fad’ and then
‘hitting the streets’.
John Dwyer
email

Fighting fund

A

Final issue

s this is the final issue of
2019, let me express my
earnest hope that 2020 proves to
be a good year - both for all our
readers and supporters, and for the
Weekly Worker too.
Though the odds are stacked
against us - Boris Johnson’s
majority government, the Labour
right on the offensive, more
anti-trade
union
legislation
in the offing, threats of state
investigations
into
leftwing
publications and websites because
of their supposed ‘anti-Semitism’
- we remain optimistic and
determined to fight back.
The left can overcome the
stupidity of the confessional
sects, that or banking on the
‘next Labour government’; the
trade unions can be rebuilt and
democratised; a mass Communist
Party can be built; the working
class can come to power in Europe
and beyond; capitalism can be
positively superseded and climate
catastrophe averted.
Ideas are key. So is honest
debate. That is why we have the
Weekly Worker and why we need
your help meeting our £2,000
monthly target.
The last seven days proved to
be very fertile territory, with £585
coming in, taking our running
total up to £1,457. Almost all of
that came in the shape of standing
orders and bank transfers,

including some really sizable
ones.
First there was GB, who was
not satisfied with his regular
monthly donation of £50 and
decided to throw in an extra £100!
Thanks a lot, comrade. On top
of that we had KB (£170), MM
(£75), AN and JC (£50 each), TR
(£40), SN and TB (£10 each) and
MF (£5). Finally US comrade
PM made his usual £25 monthly
contribution to our fund using
PayPal.
So we still need another £543
in just under two weeks. On top
of that, let me remind readers
that our November fighting fund
ended with a deficit of £204, so
we could really do with making
that up too. There’s still time to
send us a cheque, of course, but
it’s quicker if you use PayPal via
our website, if we’re going to
make that total of £747. However,
best of all is via bank transfer, as
there’s no fee deducted (please
pay to account number 00744310;
sort code 30-99-64).
I look forward to reporting
another success in the first issue
of 2020 (January 9). Have a great
break l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send a cheque
payable to Weekly Worker

London Communist Forum

Sundays December 22 and 29: No forum.
Sunday January 5, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and
reading group: study of Abram Leon’s The Jewish question - a Marxist
interpretation. This meeting: Chapter 2B: ‘Roman imperialism and it’s
decline’.
Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London WC1.
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk.

The films of Arthur MacCaig

Sunday January 5, 4.30pm: The Patriot Game (1979); 6.30pm: Irish
Ways (1988). Deptford Cinema, 39 Deptford Broadway, London SE8.
The Patriot Game documents the conflict from an unapologetically
socialist point of view, distinguished by rare insider access to the
Provisional IRA. In Irish Ways the political situation unveils itself
through portraits of Republican and Loyalist paramilitaries, RUC
officers and victims of violence. Entrance £6 each or £10 combined.
Organised by Wavelength: www.facebook.com/wavelengthdocs.

Labour’s new economic policy

Thursday January 9, 7.30pm: Monthly meeting, Council House,
Victoria Square, Birmingham B1. Labour is unwilling to challenge
capitalism, but another recession looms. Speaker: Michael Roberts.
Organised by Birmingham Trade Union Council:
www.facebook.com/BhamTUC.

What next after the general election?

Friday January 10, 7pm: Meeting for Labour Party members,
The Welcome Centre, 43 Hamilton Street, Birkenhead CH41. What
happened and why? What should Wirral Labour activists do now?
Organised by Wirral Momentum:
www.facebook.com/events/3179388888743357.

The silence of others

Sunday January 12, 10.20am: Film screening, Bolivar Hall, 54
Grafton Way, London W1. Revealing the epic struggle of victims of
Spain’s 40-year dictatorship under General Franco, as they organise an
international lawsuit and fight a “pact of forgetting” around the crimes
they suffered. Followed by discussion. Entrance £10 (£8) cash only.
Organised by London Socialist Film Co-op: socialistfilm.blogspot.com.

Stand with Palestine

Wednesday January 15, 6pm: Protest lobby, Tower Hamlets Council,
Mulberry Place, 5 Clove Crescent, London E14. Demand the council
lifts its ban on Palestine solidarity events - Free speech on Palestine!
Organised by Tower Hamlets Palestine Solidarity - Jenin Friendship:
www.facebook.com/events/797278194057154.

Billy Strachan remembered

Wednesday January 15, 7pm: Public meeting, Marx Memorial
Library, 37a Clerkenwell Green, London EC1. Billy Strachan (19211998) was a communist and campaigner for colonial freedom. Speakers
include Winston Pinder and David Horsley. Admission £5 (£3).
Organised by Marx Memorial Library:
www.facebook.com/events/2537524563136811.

Relative surplus-value

Thursday January 16, 6pm: Capital study session, Jack Jones House,
2 Churchill Way, Liverpool L3.
Organised by Merseyside Socialist Theory Study Group:
study4socialism@outlook.com.

Private wealth or public health?

Monday January 20, 6.45pm: Public meeting, Cafe Diplo at The
Gallery, 70/77 Cowcross Street, London, EC1. The pharmaceutical
industry is one of the world’s most profitable, but over 2 billion people
lack essential medicines. Speaker Dr Panos Kanavos. Entrance £3 (£2).
Organised by Friends of Le Monde Diplomatique:
www.mondediplofriends.org.uk.

Support arrested arms fair activists

Wednesday January 22, 9am: Protest outside Stratford Magistrates
Court, 389-397 High Street, London E15. Over 100 people were
arrested during the week of action against the DSEI arms fair last
September. Bring banners, flags and placards to support the defendants.
Organised by Campaign Against Arms Trade:
www.facebook.com/events/2489413751346961.

Palestine solidarity

Saturday January 25, 9:30am to 5pm: Annual general meeting,
Conway Hall, 25 Red Lion Square, London WC1. Members review last
year’s work, decide future campaigns and elect the executive committee.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.palestinecampaign.org/events/psc-agm-2020.

Remembering Robin Page Arnot (1890-1986)

Thursday February 6, 7pm: Public meeting, Marx Memorial Library,
37a Clerkenwell Green, London EC1. First of three weekly talks about
prominent CPGB educators. Speaker Mary Davis. Tickets £5 (£3).
Organised by Marx Memorial Library:
www.facebook.com/events/2916854228327624.

Stand Up To Racism

Saturday February 8, 11am to 4pm: Trade union conference, Brunei
Gallery, SOAS, Russell Square, London WC1. Bringing together trade
unionists from different industries and sectors to promote anti-racism in
unions and workplaces. Registration £12 (£6).
Organised by Stand Up To Racism: www.facebook.com/
events/425078621764076.

Labour Left Alliance launch

Saturday February 22, 10am to 5pm: Delegate conference, venue in
Sheffield close to the railway station. To discuss structures, organisation
and strategy for bringing together and strengthening the Labour left.
Organised by Labour Left Alliance: labourleft.org/lla-launch-conference.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s name
and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your will.
If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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GENERAL ELECTION

Corbynism is over

Mike Macnair argues that the very aim of winning government office is misconceived and self-defeating

L

abour’s severe defeat means
the end of Jeremy Corbyn’s
leadership of the party; he
has already said he will step down.
The right is demanding his quick
departure, in the hope that they can
make a coup against the left and purge
the party; the left has been pressing
for a slower transition in the hope that
they can salvage something. Even if
the Labour left succeeds in this aim,
‘Corbynism’ as it has existed since
2015 is over.
Corbynism offered, for a while, an
actual opposition which could give a
voice to those who had been silenced
by the insistence of ‘New Labour’ (and
‘Orange Book’ Liberalism) that only
free-market solutions were possible.
But that opposition has now failed
as a result of Jeremy Corbyn and his
allies’ commitment to attempting to
form the next government - already
announced in 2015.1 The Labour
left may survive the defeat; but it is
most likely to do so if it accepts that
what is on the agenda is the struggle
for an opposition and a voice, not until we have substantially rebuilt the
movement - the immediate struggle
for a government.
It is constitutional loyalism which
lies behind Labour’s ‘governmental
illness’ shared by left and right.
To overcome the problem needs a
disloyalist party, one which seeks
in the long term to overthrow the
constitution rather than to play the
constitutional game. That is - a
Communist Party. Such a party would
still be needed if Labour could be
turned into a real united front of
the class by eliminating the witchhunting operations and allowing the
far left to openly affiliate to the party.
It will be equally needed if - as seems
likely - the right wing of the trade
union leaderships put the Labour
right back in the saddle and the party
is thoroughly purged to prevent a
repetition of 2015 in the future.

Effective

The election of Jeremy Corbyn as
Labour leader created a fundamental
sea-change in British politics which
Labour’s defeat has not reversed - yet.
The sea-change consisted in the fact
that a large constituency of opposition
to the claims of neoliberalism, which
had been effectively silenced under
Blair, found a voice.
Throughout the Blairite ascendancy
the subcurrent of popular grumbling
could not find open expression.
The Labour left remained utterly
marginal. Although the far left outside
the party could play an important
role in single-issue street protests,
as in the anti-war movement, its
division into confessional sects (and
the consequent unprincipled splitting
operations of the Socialist Party in
the Socialist Alliance, and then of the
Socialist Workers’ Party in Respect,
in search of apparatus control, and
the self-sterilising bureaucratism of
Left Unity) prevented it from giving
a political voice to the silenced
constituency.
Because of this new oppositional
voice, Cameron failed to do to Labour
in England in 2016 what he had done
to it in Scotland in 2014 - get Labour
to be ‘statesmanlike’ by backing the
‘establishment’ view, and then knife
them with an English-nationalist turn.
So it was necessary, for Cameron’s
project, to take a sharp turn to the left
as the Tories have succeeded in doing
under Boris Johnson.
Theresa May fairly clearly thought

Fighting for office, not power
that a limited rhetorical shift to the
left would be enough. But in the 2017
election flatly contradictory messages
came from May and some of her semi‘Red Tory’ advisers on the one hand,
and from the Chancellor ‘spreadsheet
Phil’ Hammond on the other; and
from a media trying simultaneously
to promote Tory populism against
Labour ‘elitism’ while denouncing
Corbyn’s very limited reform
proposals as wild ultra-leftism - a
story which could not possibly be
persuasive. Clinging desperately to
it, May came across as the ‘May-Bot’
and lost the narrow majority she had
inherited.2
An immediate consequence was
the overthrow, by the UK Supreme
Court, of Vince Cable’s abolition of
the employment rights by stealth,
through raising tribunal fees. The
government did not, as Thatcher
would have done, promptly reverse
the decision by statute.3 More, May’s
“austerity is over” announcement
had to be delayed until October
2018.4 ‘Austerity’ was always
really a policy of privatisations
and redistribution towards the
Tories’ favoured groups;5 but the
abandonment of the rhetoric was
evidence that concessions had to be
made, as a result of the creation of
a voice for the silenced opposition.
The effects persist, in Johnson’s
announcement of major infrastructure
spending in the north, and in his
explicit rejection of Brino by
proposing a hard deadline on trade
negotiations with the EU. Thus
Johnson is still, even after his election
victory, continuing to push Brexitbased nationalist populism.6
Concessions can be won from a Tory
government - if an open opposition
projects a radical alternative. A
Labour government, on the other
hand, might force through the most
effective anti-union laws, as the 197479 Wilson-Callaghan government
did, or privatisations and fraudulent
‘private finance initiative’ deals which
cripple health and education with
debt burdens, as the 1997-2010 BlairBrown government did.

Governmentalism

Corbyn and his associates could only
see a way forward through winning
a general election and forming a
government. The politics of effective
long-term opposition were beyond
their ken - and remain beyond the

horizon of most of the left. This
short time-horizon and fetishism of
government can be seen in three ways.
First, the Labour right have been
campaigning for a Tory victory since
2015, through endless attacks on
Corbyn, his allies and his authority,
hoping it would allow them to regain
control of the party as happened
after 1983. In addition, they have
been pushing endlessly for the
‘statesmanlike’ remain policy. The
right’s victories in moving Labour
towards remain were decisive in
returning Tory MPs in traditional
Labour seats. The Corbyn leadership
has done hardly anything to fight this.
Any actual crack-down on the
Labour right would have been met
with a split and the creation of a new
‘Social Democrat Party’ - leading
to electoral defeat, as in 1983 and
1987. Allowing the right freedom
to campaign against the party from
within, however, has led to just such
a defeat - and, moreover, a severe
defeat, without even the merit a split
might have had of getting rid of many
of the right-wingers or creating the
conditions for a revival of grassroots
party organisations which rightist
apparatchiks have held onto and held
down. In the medium-term aftermath
of the 1931 split and defeat, Labour
rebuilt its base. Without ousting the
right and de-managerializing the left,
that cannot be done.
Second, the Labour leadership has
essentially adopted a policy dependent
on not confronting the effective
monopoly of the advertising-funded
and hence corrupt media and the
state’s BBC. The very late production
of the manifesto - some of it quite
good - and the accompanying efforts
to use ‘new media’ to get the message
across, were too little, too late. The
leadership’s policy has been - most
strikingly in relation to the ‘antiSemitism’ defamation - to try to divert
attention, and hope any issues except
the NHS and ‘austerity’ will go away.
This issue is interlocked with that
of the Labour right. To campaign
effectively against media defamation,
and to get the Corbynistas’ policy
messages across, would have required
reviving the actual face-to-face
operations of the constituency and
ward branch parties, as well as Labour
working to create its own media. This
would require facing down the Labour
right, who remain determined to hold
on to the party apparat and to keep the

party dependent on the corrupt media.
Thirdly, Labour manoeuvring
itself into a position where it would
be seen as a remainer party was not
only the work of the party right,
nor even of them together with the
purblind ‘left remainers’. Rather,
the party leadership has been
persistently seeking and demanding
an early general election. It was the
hope of bringing the government
down
through
parliamentary
manoeuvres which led them to
support a succession of remainer
procedural initiatives in which Tory
remainers refused to actually bring
the government down. The Labour
parliamentary leadership, by stringing
along with these initiatives, presented
themselves over months as a mere tail
to the parliamentary cretinism of the
Tory and Lib Dem remainers.
The denouement of this policy
arrived at the end of October, when
the SNP and Lib Dems backed
Johnson’s call for a general election,
forcing Labour’s hand and producing
an election at Johnson’s preferred
time and on Johnson’s terms.7 Idiot
elements of the left, like Socialist
Worker, were still demanding an early
election when it was entirely clear
that this was Johnson’s demand. But
the idiocy was prepared by the Labour
leadership themselves over the past
four years.

Loyalist delusions

Underlying Labour’s governmental
illness is a delusion that if Labour
commits to playing by the rules
of the constitutional order, partial
concessions to the working class can
be won through forming a government.
This supposition is expressed in the
idea that the UK is a ‘democracy’
and that the governmentalist line is
‘democratic socialism’. 2015-19 was
a demonstration of the falsity of the
idea. The capitalist class does not play
by the rules. Loyalty to the United
States, and willingness to accept the
generalised bribery regime (‘sleaze’),
are demanded of British politicians
by both the state core and the corrupt
media. The demands are enforced
by Big Lie techniques: the ‘antiSemitism’ scandal is only a ‘Zinoviev
letter’ on a larger scale.8 The Liberal
Democrats and the Scots nats are not
potential allies of Labour, but political
enemies. Concessions are won from
the capitalists not by playing nice,
but by the combination of carrot and

stick; Corbyn and McDonnell’s policy
has been all carrot and no stick.
The stick has to be threats to the
constitutional order. The concessions
of 1948-78 were products of Soviet
tanks on the Elbe, mass communist
parties in France, southern Europe
and in many colonial countries, and
broader mass hostility to capitalism
as a result of the 1930s and 40s. As
long as the capitalists think that their
regime will remain undisturbed, the
concessions disappear; the brief life of
Labour as an opposition has produced
some limited concessions.
The future of the Labour Party can
go in one of two directions. The first,
if unlikely, would be a break with
the right and their witch-hunting and
constituting Labour as a united front
party of the whole workers’ movement
- a party of opposition, because it
could not hope to form a government
at the next general election.
Such a party would need within
it an affiliate party which posed
socialism - not as moral values but as
an actual alternative to capitalist order
- and fought openly for the overthrow
of the constitution. It would work
continuously to discredit both British
and ‘European’ nationalism, the
monarchy and House of Lords, the
officer corps, the sale and denial of
justice through the ‘free market in
legal services’, the advertising-funded
media, and so on: a Communist Party,
in other words. That long-term activity
would undermine the manipulations
of the regime which have allowed
Johnson to win.
The more likely future is that the
trade union leaders are conned into
purging the party of leftists for the
benefit of the rightwing, in the hope of
a new 1997. This hope is delusional:
as we have seen in Scotland in 2015
and in northern and midlands England
in this election, the restoration of
Blairism leads only to Pasokification
and the marginalization of Labour.
But suppose it happens. The left
would be motivated to try, yet again,
to create a new party. But if they don’t
draw the lesson of breaking with the
Corbynites’ governmental illness,
what they will create will inevitably
be a new Syriza at best - the road to
another episode of demoralization. It
remains the case that what is needed
and missing is a party disloyal to the
constitution: a Communist Party l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk
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3. More discussion in M Macnair, ‘Rhetoric and
political realities’ Weekly Worker August 3 2017.
4. ‘Theresa May declares ‘austerity is over’ after
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5. Cf eg C Berry, ‘Austerity is over? It never really
began’ https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/
austerity-ending-hypothesis/. Also, among many
others, A Chakrabortty, ‘Austerity is far more than
just cuts. It’s about privatising everything we own’
The Guardian May 24 2016.
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A more general (if implausible) argument is made
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transformation’ The Times December 16 2019.
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forcing poll’ The Express December 15 2019.
8. ‘Zinoviev letter was dirty trick by MI6’ The
Guardian February 4 1999.
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SWP

Not much to say
Peter Manson is saddened, but not surprised, by the extraordinarily low level of what passes for debate

P

re-Conference Bulletin No3
was circulated to Socialist
Workers Party members last
week prior to the annual conference,
which will take place at the very
beginning of the new year (January
3-5).
The current three-month period is
the only time of the year when SWP
comrades are able to address the
whole membership - indeed they are
also permitted to form temporary
factions during this period. Usually
the third PCB contains the most
individual contributions, as a small
minority of comrades are perhaps
moved by earlier submissions to get
something off their mind. But there
is not much genuine discussion in
this one.
Around 16 of the 24 pages are
taken up by rank-and-file members
in 16 contributions from individual
members or groups of members,
but six or seven of them are from
loyal leadership supporters who
are basically echoing the central
committee
line.
Contributions
entitled ‘Building for the climate
strikes
in
Tower
Hamlets’,
‘Relaunching Love Music, Hate
Racism in Swansea’ and ‘Building
our branch’ tell you all you need to
know about their content.
As for the other submissions
from the rank and file, they are
mostly either largely in line with the
thinking of the central committee
or only mildly critical. But let me
start with the three articles from
the leadership itself. Firstly there
is the CC’s ‘Global revolt: youth
and students at the forefront’.
As you may gather from the title,
the leadership is enthused by the
climate protests organised in this
country by Extinction Rebellion.
For the SWP leadership, when
people come out on the streets,
it is time to get excited - almost
irrespective of the political ideas
of either the organisers or those
being mobilised. After all, here
is our opportunity to intervene unlike in the left-right battle within
the Labour Party, where the SWP
merely observes from the sidelines.
According to the CC,
An important aspect of this
movement is that it has emerged
partially free from the restraints
of
parliamentary
politics
and independently from the
phenomenon of Corbynism,
allowing a distinct anti-capitalist
critique to emerge, pointing to
mass mobilisations rather than
the ballot box for real change.
But fetishising demonstrations and
stunt politics is as stupid as fetishising
parliamentary votes. The main thing,
surely, is the organisation, consciousness
and effectiveness of the working class.
Something that necessarily has to be
mass, not judged according to narrow
aims of this or that confessional sect.
The article goes on to talk about
winning over students (to join the
SWP, of course), but the problem
is that most of the time those
students are not ‘on the streets’ - and
certainly not taking part in strikes or
other trade union actions (another
indication of ‘real politics’).
However, “although campus politics
can sometimes operate within a
bubble, linking up with local trade
unionists can be a good experience
for students and can concretise our

Marxism festival, let alone branch
meetings.
John concludes: “It is an open secret
that the vast bulk of the 4,000 nonsubs-paying members are de facto
paper members, who beyond signing
an application form won’t be seen
again.” You can see why the leadership
has disciplined him, can’t you?

Quality

Dumbed down - here’s the proof
arguments on the importance of the
working class”.

Membership

The second contribution from the
leadership is a report headed simply
‘International Socialism journal’ from
the “ISJ office”, which is short and to the
point: it complains that “levels of sales
and subscriptions of the journal could
be much higher”. Apparently a good
number of SWP branches do not even
order copies of the quarterly to sell to
their own members, let alone on stalls.
But an even greater problem is
revealed in the other contribution
in the name of the CC, which is
the SWP ‘Finance report 2019’.
For the leadership, “The question
of raising the number of people
paying regular subs, and increasing
the amount paid, continues to be the
most pressing financial issue for
the party.” No, you did not misread
this: if you are an SWP ‘member’,
subscriptions (and the amount you
pay) are in effect voluntary. So the
CC urges branches to “engage new
comrades in a discussion about
subs”. After all,
Every other organisation does this,
from the Labour Party to the RSPB.
If we duck the issue we are sending
a signal to the new member that we
don’t really take the organisation
seriously, and neither do we take
them seriously. That is one reason
why members who don’t pay subs
are much less likely to remain in
the party.
This question is discussed in more
detail by two individual comrades, the
first being “Mike (Leeds)” (only first
names are published for ‘security’
reasons). In his contribution, entitled
‘On membership and finance - it’s
not rocket science’, he writes that
he was “shocked” when he read the
membership figures provided in PCB
No2: “There has been a significant
decline since 2013, when I last
wrote a piece on this subject: from
7,180 members in 2013 to 6,464 in
2019, with the same low proportion
paying subs of 30%.” He adds: “this
lamentable state of affairs receives

little attention by the CC. I look in
vain for any attempt to understand
this bleak picture, let alone how to
remedy it.”
He also complains about the
“hyper-activity atmosphere created
by the weekly exhortation to activity
on numerous campaigns and issues”.
It reminds him of the “culture of the
Socialist Labour League (SLL) in the
1960s and 1970s, with its daily paper
Newsline calling on a daily basis for a
general strike; a culture which burnt
out and disillusioned their members,
reducing them to the irrelevant rump
of the renamed WRP today”.
Combine this with “70% of
members not paying subs, and about
20% attending branch meetings
regularly and only a minority even
taking the weekly paper, let alone
selling it,” remarks Mike tellingly.
He adds: “We were told last year that
paper sales are 3,000 a week - hardly
impressive for an activist party, when
we apparently have well over 6,000
members!” The word “apparently” is
highly pertinent, of course.
Another contribution, entitled
‘Pruning the rose bush’, also goes into
this central question. It is written by
“John (national member)” - a “national
member” is, I understand, someone
who has been suspended from their
branch for disciplinary reasons (such
as criticising the leadership outside
the PCBs, obviously). He writes:
What we should be saying to
potential new members is that if
they want to join us and are serious
about revolutionary politics they
need to show it by making a
regular financial contribution. It
is simply inconceivable to argue
that someone who is committed to
revolutionary politics cannot pay a
regular monthly donation.
He also states:
We are simply deluding ourselves
if we think we have 6,000
members. Who are the 4,000 nonsubs-paying members? Have you
seen them? Barring a few here
and there, you won’t find them on
a national demonstration or at the

Apart from these two, however, there
is nothing of much worth in PCB No3.
For example, “Phil (Lancashire)”
takes issue with a contributor in PCB
No2, who argued that the right to form
factions should be a permanent one.
In his ‘Do we need more bulletins?’,
he writes:
“I do not agree at all with this idea. I
believe that it would lead to unhealthy
factionalism and to members focusing
too much on internal party matters
at the expense of engaging with the
outside world.” However, in total
contradiction to this, he states that he
approves of another idea suggested
by the same comrade in PCB No2:
“This is the idea of producing internal
party bulletins at intervals through the
year, rather than just having the three
Pre-Conference Bulletins.” What?
Focussing on “internal party matters”
throughout the year?
There are one or two contributions
that make you wonder about the
failure of some to grasp basic
democratic principles. For example,
in ‘Ideas to improve meetings’ by
“Miriam and Simon (Newham)”,
the comrades contend that the SWP
ought to take lessons from Extinction
Rebellion: “At each XR meeting
everyone is encouraged to speak,
more than once, and they do. How
many SW branches can say that?
We have a conservative - in some
branches perhaps even an elitist and
patronising - attitude.” So far, so
good. But then they continue:
We set up a speaker who knows
everything and an audience often
divided between cadre, questioners
and listeners. Branches which still
have a top table with chairs in
rows exacerbate this hierarchy. No
good educator just speaks non-stop
for 20 minutes or more at their
listeners.
What? Speaking for as long as 20
minutes? Never! But it gets worse:
More
experienced
comrades
should not speak till others have.
They should listen carefully, they
should not think they have to put
the whole party perspective, or
put the whole meeting ‘right’.
A long, very articulate and very
correct contribution can kill off
debate, be intimidating and can be
experienced as belittling for those
feeling their way ...
These comrades evidently do not
understand a thing about democratic
discussion.
Then there is another “John
(national member)” - is he the same
“John (national member)? We are
not told. Anyway, in ‘Challenging
offensive language’ he complains
about the use of certain words. Even
those such as “insane” and “mental”
might offend some people with a
mental disability - you mustn’t even
talk about a “crazy situation”, he says.
Crazy.

Then there are the half-dozen
contributions from pro-leadership
loyalists, including those who like
to echo the leadership on the great
‘success’ of SWP campaigns. For
instance, the CC mentions in passing
“the impact that the party can have
- for example, by stopping Tommy
Robinson in the North West of
England” (‘Finance report 2019’).
In ‘How we made Tommy cry’,
“Paul (Lancashire)” concurs. The
defeat of Robinson in this year’s
European elections, where he
was standing in the North West
constituency, was “a massively
significant victory,” he writes, “and this
significance should not be forgotten
about, or downplayed”. Apparently
Robinson had “a good chance of
winning”, needing just 7% of the
vote to become one of the region’s
MEPs. But he only got 2% - thanks, of
course, to the SWP and its Stand Up To
Racism front, which were effectively
urging people to cast their vote for
‘anyone but Tommy’. Which planet
are these comrades living on? They
seriously believe that it was the SWP
‘what done it’ - and that Robinson had
a good chance of getting elected in the
first place. But “Paul (South London)”
agrees. In ‘Armageddon time’ he says
that “Comrades in the North West
deserve great credit, of course, for
their central role in stopping Robinson
in the Euro elections.”
Apart from that, there are a couple
of contributions from comrades
taking the leadership’s side in the
debate on trans people - ie, against
“Sarah (Haringey)”, who in PCB No2
had argued the standard feminist line
that transgender men should not be
accepted as women in circumstances
where they jeopardise ‘women-only’
spaces.
In ‘A response to Sarah from
Haringey on trans’, five comrades
from different parts of the country
(perhaps they make up a ‘faction’!)
claim that “trans people, and LGBT+
people more generally, have become
key targets of rightwing populists,
bigots and the far right both in
Britain and more widely”. Mind you,
“We should not support calls to noplatform trans-critical or transphobic
speakers.” As everyone knows, ‘no
platform’ should only be used against
fascists. However, returning to the
importance of ‘correct’ language, they
object to the use of “inappropriate
pronouns” when referring to trans
people. If you’re not 100% sure
whether someone is male or female,
just use the word ‘they’ instead of
‘he’/’she’.
Finally there are those long-term
critics, “Anne and Martin (W and NW
London)”, who each year make use of
the pre-conference period to have a go
at the leadership. But this year they are
even more vague and apolitical than
usual. In ‘Party organisation versus
fragmentation’ they claim that, when
it comes to organisational disputes, the
CC tends to take the side of comrades
who are “only interested in personal
status and pretension to leadership”.
This amounts to the “subordination
of organisation to individualism” and
“the culture of hierarchy and individual
celebrity”. An example of this is, they
claim, the fact that the leadership
closed down their small SWP branch
to merge it with others.
As I say, not exactly high-quality
debate l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk
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SCOTLAND

State of the union
Paul Demarty anticipates a showdown over holding a second referendum and an independence bid

W

ith the official opposition
embarking on a leadership
struggle likely to be of
near-unprecedented
bitterness,
Boris Johnson’s triumphant new
government will perhaps initially
face sterner challenges from the
third largest party in Westminster.
That party is of course the Scottish
National Party, which recovered
from its modest setback in 2017
to another commanding position,
taking 47 seats, leaving only 11
for the other parties to fight over.
Returned almost to its post-2015
peak strength in the Commons, it is
undoubtedly the other winner in this
election; and the contest between it
and the Conservative government is
likely to be feisty.
It is no surprise to find SNP
leader Nicola Sturgeon quick out
of the blocks to demand a re-run of
the 2014 independence referendum,
promising a detailed plan for a new
one. Paradoxical as it might seem,
it was the defeat of independence in
that poll, in the end, which accounts
for the SNP’s overwhelming success
since. (The remaining desperate
pursuers of a second referendum
on EU membership might like to
bear that in mind.) The manner
in which a ‘no’ vote was achieved
in 2014, and then the manner in
which the government conducted
the aftermath, was staggeringly
dishonest, and succeeded in
destroying more or less what
remained of Labour’s strength
north of Berwick at the next time
of asking (along with every other
Britain-wide party).
After that, of course, there
was Cameron’s next gamble on a
plebiscite, which did not go quite
so well for him. Scotland voted
strongly for remain, and the SNP
maintained that as a grievance while
the treacherous politics of Theresa
May’s ill-starred premiership played
out. There is, on the face of it, a
contradiction in a separatist party
fighting for national independence
in order to stay in a large economicpolitical bloc with a poor record
of shitting all over its weaker
members in recent years. Indeed,
that contradiction is very real, and
will have to be faced by Sturgeon
and her heirs one of these days.
The rancorous controversies over
Brexit, however, have postponed
that reckoning by shoving the Tory
Party hard in the direction of empirenostalgist grotesquerie, and English
voters strongly in the direction
of the Tories. Rarely have the
English looked quite so unattractive
as partners in a common state
enterprise. All this stuff is catnip for
the Nats.
By the same token, however,
Johnson’s government - betting
big on chauvinism and priapic
grandstanding - is unlikely to give
over. His immediate response was
that the 2014 referendum must be
respected - respect for referenda
coming easily to his lips these days.
It is true, of course, that the SNP’s
leaders promised that the 2014
vote would settle the question for
a generation; but their promises on
this point could hardly be trusted any
more than those the PM makes to the
women he knocks up; certainly not
when the ‘no’ camp’s victory turned
so rapidly into nationalist electoral
domination.
Not, of course, that referendum
results should be ‘respected’,
anyway. It is not unprincipled for

the SNP to continue to pursue
policies for which it has some kind
of mandate. Nobody would vote
SNP to prevent moves towards
Scottish independence, surely; and
many people have voted for them.
Tory snubs will not defuse the issue,
either. Sturgeon was quite open
about this when talking to Andrew
Marr:
The risk for the Conservatives
here is the more they try to block
the will of the Scottish people,
the more utter contempt they
show for Scottish democracy, the
more they will increase support
for Scottish independence which in a sense is them doing
my job for me.

Options

If neither Sturgeon nor Johnson back
down, then there are several paths
escalation could take.
It is possible that Johnson’s party
will take the initiative. There are
quotes planted in the media to the
effect that the government is planning
to “lovebomb” the Scots; exactly what
this means is pretty vague, but with a
decent majority all manner of bribes
might be hurled northward by way of
assurances that Scottish people will
not suffer from any Brexit-related
changes and so on, with the intention
of detoxifying the idea of staying in
the UK and not the EU.
The trouble with this strategy
is, first of all, that the Tories have
proven themselves spectacularly
untrustworthy on these matters in
very recent memory. People have
short attention spans, but not
that short. Meanwhile, the
Scottish parliament has a
(narrow) majority for
independence, between
the Nats and the
Greens, who will be
very keen to remind
the Scots of that recent
history. Secondly, it will
take time to pay off, if it
does. The next election
in Scotland is not for
another 18 months. If the
lovebombing is successful,
then a tepid showing for the
SNP will seriously damage the
case for a fresh poll. Patience
is not the PM’s strong suit,
however; and for the same
reason
Sturgeon
will turn up the
Bannockburn to
try and force the
issue.
She
has
promised not to
call a referendum
unilaterally; but,
then, she promised
to respect the
result of the last
one. Besides that,
unfortunate things
happen,
especially
to governments (even
devolved
ones).
The
clear and ominous recent
precedent here is the
Catalonian crisis; the
conservative nationalist
administration of Carles
Puigdemont only called
the 2017 referendum
due
to
mounting
unpopularity of his
Catalonian government
in the wake of attacks on
sections of the working

class. His way out was to pivot towards
nationalism, in which endeavour he
was of course aided by clueless leftist
forces at home and abroad (more
of which anon). Whatever is in the
warhead of Johnson’s love bomb,
meanwhile, we know very well that
Scotland cannot escape what he has
in store for the country at large; and
the Scottish government will be under
intense pressure to distance itself from
the full-blooded authoritarianism and
kleptocracy to follow with the tried
and true blame-it-on-Westminster
method.
If the SNP does call an illegal
referendum, then the ball will be
back in Johnson’s court - and while
a relatively strong governmental
position ought to make a Mariano
Rajoy-style batons and tear-gas
response unnecessary, we do have a
prime minister who purchased water
cannon for the Metropolitan police
(though he was refused permission to
deploy them); he is cynical enough to
make a demonstrative show of force
if he thinks it will prolong his reign.
At this point, the decision tree
gets too complicated to bear further
speculation. One thing is certain:
nationalist rancour, on both sides of
the border, will become ever more
bitter with each twist in the plot; that
is, if the working class cannot scrape
itself up from its latest defeat with a
class policy of its own.

Self-determination

Since the beginning of the 20th
century, most discussion among
Marxists and other socialists on the
national question has focused on

the demand for self-determination,
concerning which there is a great
deal of confusion.
It is necessary to state at the
outset what self-determination is
not. It is not, firstly, identical with
separation. A nation may enjoy
full rights to self-determination
without choosing to separate from
a larger multi-national country.
Secondly, it is not a principle for
us. The clearest motivation for
this caveat is as follows: for about
as long as the phrase has been in
the currency of the left, it has also
served as a humanitarian cover for
imperialist police actions against
subordinate states. It is not the
business of the left to support such
grubby operations - even though in
many cases the national aspirations
mobilised by the imperialists are
themselves genuine. What guides
our judgement is the interests of
the working class - an international
class - not a sentimental sympathy
for the underdog.
Our objective is international
socialist revolution; and one of the
obstacles to that is nationalism,
which is in this regard no different
to any other form of sectionalism.
Nationalism
is
inherently
reactionary, at least in our epoch,
and that is true even if it appears - as
it currently does for the most part in
Scotland - in a right-on, liberal form.
We do not want Glasgow workers
united with Highlands landowners
under the flag of plucky little
Scotland, in opposition to English
and Welsh workers; nor any other
combination of the above. Sooner or
later, sectionalism

Nicola Sturgeon:
Catalonia here we
come (and with the
monarchy, pound,
Nato and the EU)

must turn to resentment.
In the British context, it is our
undemocratic constitution that is
fundamentally to blame here. We
are in this situation in part because
the Scots do not have the right
to self-determination; it is up to
Westminster to oblige them with
a referendum. On top of that, the
Westminster parliament is wildly
unrepresentative, as the Nats’ haul
of 47 MPs on a minority of the
popular vote demonstrates, and local
government has been gutted in the
same period that powers have been
devolved to Scotland and Wales.
There is also the small matter of
the successive defeats of the labour
movement, its ossification under
Blair and his heirs, and the failure
of the left to take the opportunity
to rebuild after Jeremy Corbyn won
the Labour leadership.
Add all that up, and you get very
auspicious conditions for the growth
of Scots nationalism, and of English
nationalism resenting the ‘privileges’
granted to the Scots (substantial
subsidies, the West-Lothian question
and so on). Sturgeon is quite correct
to say that Johnson does her job
for her when he refuses to allow
another vote. To lance the boil of
nationalism, the workers’ movement
must demand the full right of selfdetermination for Scotland. That
means the right to secede as a simple
act of the Scottish parliament (or an
equivalent replacement). A united
fight on the part of the British
working class as a whole for such
rights might succeed in making
proletarian internationalism into a
viable alternative to the SNP - and to
Johnsonite chauvinism. Then, if the
question of separation was posed,
a ‘no’ vote could be a positive
step towards internationalist unity
with forces all over Europe, not a
capitulation to ‘Project Fear’ or
cheap bribes.
Alas, the Scottish left long ago
collapsed entirely into separatism,
and has never really recovered
from the disastrous fragmentation
of the Scottish Socialist Party in
2006. It exists now only as a
clutch of trivial and essentially
indistinguishable ginger groups.
As for the Britain-wide groups
- for present purposes including
the Socialist Party in England and
Wales, whose Scottish affiliate is
merely a trivial appendage separated
off for appearance’s sake - they have
all capitulated, becoming merely
cheerleaders for separatists, while
demanding that separation should
be done on a ‘socialist’ basis.
Such a programme, if it were
won, would be a disaster: an
isolated, ‘socialist’ Britain would
starve, never mind Scotland. It
seems more likely, however, that
this ‘socialist’ verbiage is not
to be taken seriously. It merely
authorises the groups to promote
independence as the main objective,
and thus constitutes them as hangerson to the party that is actually wellplaced to deliver it: the SNP. This
is not only reactionary, but foolish.
The break-up of Britain may well be
on the cards today, unlike the many
prognostications to that effect over
the last half-century; but if it goes
badly for Scotland, all historical and
contemporary evidence suggests
that the beneficiaries will not be the
separatist left, but the chauvinist
right l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk
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NORTHERN IRELAND

Northing inevitable
Both Sinn Féin and the DUP did badly, but there is still talk of a border poll and reunification,
reports James Harvey

T

wo somewhat contradictory
analyses of the results in
Northern Ireland have emerged
since the general election.
One assessment suggests that
because a majority of Northern Ireland
MPs are now nationalist, this electoral
shift, combined with the continuing
uncertainties of the impact of Boris
Johnson’s Brexit deal, increases the
possibility of a border poll and the
reunification of Ireland.1 Others focus
instead on the electoral surge of the
‘cross-community’ Alliance Party at the
expense of the unionist and nationalist
blocs which - on the contrary, they
argue - does not make a united Ireland
inevitable at all.2 Both analyses have
a degree of truth to them. The two
nationalist parties, Sinn Féin and the
Social Democratic and Labour Party
have nine seats to the Democratic
Unionist Party’s eight. However, whilst
still remaining the dominant parties in
the Six Counties, the DUP and Sinn
Féin saw a fall in their share of the vote
(5.4% for the DUP and 6.7% for Sinn
Féin) while the Alliance Party increased
its vote by 8.8% and won a seat in
North Down.3 Furthermore, whilst the
combined votes for explicitly unionist
parties were 42.3%, and nationalists
accounted for 37.7% of the vote, the
studiedly ‘cross community and nonsectarian’ Alliance Party gained some
16.8% in the poll.4
Initially the most high profile results
seemed to confirm the strengthening
of the nationalist position, with
dramatic upsets for the DUP. In North
Belfast the DUP’s Westminster leader
Nigel Dodds was defeated by Sinn
Féin’s John Finucane. Given the
tight communal demography of the
seat, this was always going to be a
keenly contested and highly charged
campaign, but the role of Dodds at
Westminster in propping up the Tories
and the fact that Finucane was the
son of a prominent Catholic solicitor
murdered by loyalists in collusion with
the British state, added extra spice to
the election.5 A similar upset occurred
in South Belfast where the SDLP’s
Claire Hanna unseated DUP incumbent
Emma Little-Pengelly with 57% of
the vote.6 A significant feature in both
constituencies was a pact between the
SDLP and Sinn Féin in which the two
nationalist parties stood aside for each
other -the SDLP in North Belfast and
Sinn Féin in South Belfast. Although
this agreement was ostensibly to
strengthen the vote for pro-Remain
parties, clearly it also reflected and
mobilized the underlying communal
demography.7
However Sinn Féin also had its share
of electoral setbacks. The big upset
was in Foyle, essentially the city of
Derry, where their sitting abstentionist
MP was defeated by SDLP leader
Colum Eastwood. In what the local
nationalist paper described as ‘an
astonishing performance’, the SDLP
gained 57% of the vote and secured
a majority of 17,110 over Sinn Fein
candidate, Elisha McCallion, whose
vote share fell by 19%.8 A number of
specific local factors have been cited to
explain this turn-around, ranging from
the perceived need for a nationalist
border constituency to have a voice at
Westminster to counter the pro-Brexit
DUP through to criticisms of the
Provisional movement’s domination
of nationalist areas. Whilst Foyle
deservedly got the headlines, Sinn
Féin could console itself that it held its
ground elsewhere - in West Tyrone,

vote. Its self-consciously socially
progressive, non-sectarian image and
commitment to power-sharing, akin to
its sister party in Britain, the Liberal
Democrats, will play well amongst the
half of Northern Ireland’s population
who identify as neither unionist nor
nationalist.18 There is, after all, a
long-established Panglossian refrain
which heralds the end of communal
division and sectarian politics, and
the emergence of a ‘new Northern
Ireland’ in which the tribal conflicts
of the past are finally resolved.
Christmas is a good time to hear such
a chorus and even to believe that such
goodwill to all people is possible. But
perhaps it is better not to put your
faith in such wishful thinking and rely
instead on a realistic understanding of
the unresolved dynamics of conflict
in the Six Counties, and the ways in
which the institutions of the Good
Friday Agreement reproduce and
consolidate communalized politics
in the continued absence in Ireland
of the real transformative forces of
revolutionary class politics l

Notes
1. https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/

Nigel Dodds and Arlene Foster: another party mangled by an alliance with the Tories
and South Tyrone, South Down, and
Newry and Armagh. However, its vote
share in these other seats fell too.9
These electoral shifts within both
unionist and nationalist politics
can be explained by a number of
dynamics, both long- and short-term.
The first and most frequently cited
is the impact of Brexit. In the June
2016 referendum Northern Ireland
voted remain by a margin of 56%
to 44%. Given the DUP’s clear proBrexit position and Sinn Féin’s and
the SDLP’s support for remain, the
usual communal patterns could have
been in play in the vote.10 However,
not all unionists identified their
interests so closely with Brexit in
2016, and this unease grew in the
farming and business sectors as the
economic or political implications of
the leave position unfolded during the
negotiations.11 Whilst the electoral
impact last week of these particular
concerns has been a marginal shift
from the DUP to the Ulster Unionists,
wider changes have been going on
within the unionist population over
the longer term.12
The electoral strength of the DUP
and the polarized electoral politics in
the Northern Ireland Assembly and
local government elections in 2017
and 2019 would seem to confirm the
dominance of the hard-line traditional
unionism associated with Arlene
Foster and Nigel Dodds. This was
further confirmed by the DUP’s role
at Westminster after the 2017 general
election and its continuing opposition
to Johnson’s Brexit deal because it
would ‘weaken the foundations of
the United Kingdom’ by creating a
regulatory border in the Irish Sea.13
However, the DUP’s betrayal at the

hands of Johnson reflects a much
longer term weakening of unionism
and its relationship with the British
state since the 1970s. Since the heyday
of Stormont and the imposition of
direct rule in 1972, unionist political
and economic power in the Six
Counties has been weakening. Its veto
is very much conditional on Britain
and, as Johnson’s U-turn on Brexit has
shown, it is the interests of the British
ruling class that will predominate, not
those of their former junior partners in
Belfast.14 The DUP only had leverage
in a tight parliamentary situation and,
despite Johnson’s comedy turn at the
DUP conference and Rees-Mogg’s
professions of undying loyalty, their
day is passed.
If the DUP are on the back foot,
Sinn Féin is not really in any position
to take advantage from it. As the
results in Derry and elsewhere have
shown, their electoral position is
not entirely unassailable. Mary Lou
McDonald’s calls for a border poll
and her insistence that the impact of
Brexit is making reunification more
certain ring hollow. The political
and economic dynamics in the Six
Counties point to a maintenance of
the rather unstable stability of the
constitutional status quo rather than
any inexorable momentum towards
a united Ireland. London does not
love Northern Ireland: Dublin does
want but cannot afford unification,
so it’s back to the negotiations for all
concerned. Both London and Dublin
want stability and the restoration
of power-sharing at Stormont: the
resumption of talks to restore the
executive this week, involving the
two governments and the Northern
Irish parties, shows that the status quo

is the only option on offer.15
The election results, along with
a possible general election south of
border in the new year, will encourage
Sinn Féin to find a formula to get
back into government with the DUP,
just as the DUP’s loss of support will
encourage them to make the necessary
concessions to get the institutions
up and running again. It was widely
believed that the stalemate at
Stormont, the deepening crisis in key
areas of public services in Northern
Ireland - the health service is a
devolved matter - and the uncertainties
over the impact of Brexit made many
voters turn to the SDLP and Alliance.
For these electoral considerations
both Sinn Féin and the DUP have a
pressing incentive to get devolution
done and regain their unchallenged
positions as the dominant parties in
their respective communal blocs.16
If this suggests business as usual,
could the Alliance vote and the destabilization of Northern Ireland’s
constitutional and economic position
by Brexit throw everything back into
the melting pot? It is true that the
Johnson deal does weaken the Six
Counties’ position within the union,
but many unionists see clear economic
benefits to maintaining close trading
links with the rest of Ireland and the
European Union in general. The Brexit
deal does appear to offer political
and economic stability, with some
apparently relatively minor checks
between Northern Ireland and Great
Britain: despite the DUP’s huffing
and puffing, and threats of militancy
from loyalists, it should satisfy most
sections of farming and business.17
Electorally, Alliance could continue to
make further inroads into the unionist
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2. https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/uk/
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alliance directed against the DUP. Thus Sinn Féin
called on its supporters to vote for the Alliance
Party in East Belfast and for the Independent
Unionist, Lady Hermon, in North Down. In the
event Lady Hermon, widow of a former RUC
Chief Constable, did not stand again and the seat
was won by Alliance. As Sinn Féin’s president
Mary Lou McDonald put it, ‘whether you call
yourself a unionist or a nationalist, we all have
interests in common’. https://news.sky.com/story/
northern-ireland-pro-remain-parties-agree-pactfor-extraordinary-election-11854452. In both
East Belfast and North Down it was clear that
nationalist voters had lent their votes to Alliance
and contributed to the growth of its vote. https://
www.bbc.co.uk/news/politics/constituencies/
N06000013.
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politics/sdlp-leader-colum-eastwood-takesfoyle-seat-with-one-of-the-biggest-majoritiesanywhere-1-9173505.
9. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election/2019/
results/northern_ireland.
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JESUS

Matthia Stomer: ‘Adoration of the shepherds’ (1635-40)

An apocalyptic revolutionary
According to official Christian doctrine, Jesus was a man-god, born in a stable to a virgin mother. His
first worshippers were three humble shepherds, followed by three kings from the east bearing fabulous
gifts. As an adult Jesus performed serial miracles. Misunderstood by his closest disciples, betrayed by
Judas Iscariot, the Jewish people collectively sought his death. Crucified by the innocent Romans, Jesus
is entombed, but after three days rises from the dead. Finally, he ascends into heaven to sit on god’s right
side. Jack Conrad offers a more probable version of the man and his times1

P

alestine lay at the crossroads of
Middle Eastern civilisations.
This made it a land of milk
and honey for the superpowers of the
ancient world and that is why one
foreign invasion followed another:
Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians,
Persians; after them the Macedonian
Greeks and finally in the 1st century
BCE the Romans. Between these
seismic events there were occasional
power vacuums and, given decisive
action, brief interludes of Judean
independence. Eg, the guerrilla
leader, Judah Maccabee, led a revolt
against the Syrian-based Seleucid
empire and their Hellenised allies,
which saw him seize power in 164
BCE.* Independence was not only
fleeting, but often purely notional. All
* The Seleucid king, Antiochus IV,
had taken the highly unusual step
of imposing draconian measures,
which in effect outlawed Jewish
religious practices. The orthodox
amongst the population rebelled. The
first target of Judas Maccabaeus and
his guerrilla army were Hellenised
Jews. Temples dedicated to Greek
gods were destroyed. There was
a protracted struggle. However,
after scoring a stunning victory at
the mountain pass of Beth-Horon,
the Maccabees eventually sent
the Seleucid army packing. The
festival of Hanukkah celebrates the
rededication of the Jerusalem temple
to the worship of Yahweh. Though
the Maccabees won a large measure
of autonomy, their kingdom formally
remained a province in the Seleucid
empire. In 63 BCE the Romans
finally put an end to the Maccabee
(Hasmonean) dynasty. They
appointed Herod as king.

in all, the Jews became an oppressed
nationality, which, given the dominant
ideology of the time, bred “national
fanaticism to the highest degree”.2
Adherence to Judean ethnic purity,
the Ezraite historical outlook, the
sexual taboos, the dietary stipulations
and intolerant Yahweh monotheism had
over the span of a couple of centuries
become something entirely different.
What was originally designed to cohere
the elite and exclude the people of
the land had been progressively taken
over - colonised - by the people of the
land themselves. The lower classes in part instinctively, in part cunningly,
in part goadingly - wielded the holy
texts against their oppressors. The
rallying slogan of the “downtrodden
and disaffected” in 1st century BCE
Palestine was loyalty to god and his
law.3 It was, after all, the rich and
powerful who were now the ones
happily mixing with ritualistically
unclean foreigners and who aped
their abominable heathen ways. They
became the heretics, the law-breakers,
the outsiders. Their wanton ungodliness
was blamed for bringing defeat and
humiliation down upon Israel.
Literacy was no longer the exclusive
preserve of the upper classes. Villagers
and humble townspeople had their
own teachers (rabbis). They scoured
the established canon for guidance.
The books of Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Micah, etc were read as if they contained
hidden codes of class and national
liberation. Whole passages were
committed to memory. Commentaries,
inspired readings and interpretations

were also carefully written down and
circulated; new, dissident, holy books
were thereby created. Prophesy and
sects flourished.
With the coming of the Romans,
there was a widespread feeling that
the last times had arrived. Family and
everyday social relations were lived
under the palpable idea of an impending
apocalypse. Soon the dead will rise
from their graves and face Yahweh’s
judgement. A new, communistic
world was ready to be born. The poor
will inherit the earth and be avenged.
Jewish eschatology (the lore of the
last times) taught that Yahweh would
destroy all earthly powers and institute
his divine rule on earth. Naturally, god
will rescue his chosen people and bring
terrible retribution against foreign
oppressors and their quislings: namely
the Herodians. The royal household and
its parasitic circle were virtually alone
amongst the Jews in being positively
pro-Roman. Not that the Sadducees,
the conservative priest-caste, would be
spared.

Three schools

A range of religious/political factions
existed. Flavius Josephus lists what
he calls the three schools of thought:
Sadducees, Pharisees and Essenes.
Nowadays the Sadducee party would
be described as hidebound, selfinterested, cowardly, rightwing, but
relatively rational. Being worldly-wise
and educated, the Sadducees could not
believe in the resurrection of the dead,
angels or predestination. They must be
distinguished from the Herodian royal

family and the internationalised Jewish
aristocracy - who proudly adopted
Greek customs and served as clientstate agents of Roman exploitation.
Sadducee is virtually synonymous
with the caste of temple high priests
and those who were related to them.
According to Josephus, 1,500 priests
received tithes and religiously served
the community. However, a rapid class
differentiation took place. Half a dozen
families elevated themselves above
the common priesthood and secured
a tight grip over key appointments.
Disdainful of their social ‘inferiors’,
the high priests had no compunction
about stealing the tithes allocated to
other, less grand, priests. Occasionally
violence erupted. It was, though,
mostly an uneven contest. High priests
had temple guards, many servants and
other such dependants and hangers-on.
They could also afford to hire baying
mobs and gangs of heavies.
The functions of the priesthood
centred on ritual, collecting the
obligatory religious taxes and
the sacrifice of animals. The
Jerusalem temple was in fact a giant
slaughterhouse. Anyhow, though the
Sadducees occupied the top tier of
the Jewish social hierarchy, they, like
the post-Babylon priesthood, lacked
anything that could reasonably be
called state power. The returning
priests substituted moral authority for
commanding physical force. Needless
to say, by the 1st century CE this
method of social control was a busted
flush.
Sadducees resented the prerogatives

over the temple secured by the Herodian
kings and the Roman procurators. They
could, though, do little about it. Herod
ruthlessly purged the priesthood of
Maccabees (Hasmoneans) and made
the high priests into his subordinates.
As for the Romans, they even took
charge of the sacred vestments used on
the Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur).
Hiring and firing became their preserve
too. Eg, Valerius Gratus, predecessor of
Pontius Pilate, deposed and appointed
four high priests. One consequence
of such cavalier interference was that
the popular esteem of the priesthood
plummeted to less than zero. Temple
ceremony was not invalidated as such,
but the high priests as individuals were
widely viewed as frauds - polluted and
even outright enemy agents.
Sadducees, for their part, felt
themselves to be conducting a
rearguard battle on two fronts. Roman
interference and the founding and
growth of Greek cities in Palestine along with their gymnasiums, athletic
contests and polytheistic temples
- must have been hated. Yet, being
aristocratic and in possession of large
landed estates, they also loathed
notions of democracy and feared the
common people more. With their
sober-minded understanding of the
geo-political realities of the eastern
Mediterranean, the Sadducees rejected
all notions of actively resisting the
Romans. Broadly speaking, therefore,
they fall into the category of unwilling
collaborators.
Judaism defined itself as a religion
of the book. The age of prophesy
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was formally closed with Persian
domination. With a few notable
exceptions the Hebrew canon was
finalised by the time of Ezra (the writer,
Edras, in the Bible) and Nehemiah (the
first governor of Judea, appointed by
Cyrus). In religious terms, that froze
the meaning of the past from the time of
creation to the building of the ‘second
temple’. However, future generations
of priests are thereby condemned
to merely preside over forms which
inevitably lose their content. The
medium therefore becomes the
message. They can neither reinterpret
text nor initiate.
But life moves on and constantly
creates new needs. Between the written
word and the changing requirements
of the everyday stepped the Pharisees.
A religious intelligentsia, expert in
the obscure methods of scholastic
dispute and adept at bending the law,
the Pharisees formed a party which
not only rivalled the discredited
temple priesthood, but sunk far deeper
organisational roots amongst the
masses. Josephus writes glowingly
about the Pharisees being the “most
authoritative exponents of the law”.
He also credits them as the “leading
sect”4 - a widely accepted designation.
From Karl Kautsky to Hyam Maccoby,
the Pharisees are held to be the popular
party of the 1st century.
Robert Eisenman disagrees. For
him the Pharisees were part of the
establishment and had a programme
of accommodation with both the
Herodian state and its Roman sponsor.
As evidence he cites countless
passages in the Dead Sea scrolls
against “seekers after smooth things”
and the historic fact that the Pharisee
party nowhere led the way against
foreign occupation, but everywhere
sought compromise. Pharisaic Judaism
emerged as the dominant school of
thought only after the destruction of
Jerusalem by the Romans.**
Finally, going down the threefold
list given by Josephus, we arrive at
the Essenes. Interestingly, where he
gives the Sadducees and Pharisees a
rather pinched treatment, the Essenes
are afforded considerable space. In
part this is no doubt due to a desire
to entertain high-class Roman readers
with their unusual monastic lifestyle
and strange doctrines - of which
Josephus had first-hand knowledge. He
spent a year as an initiate. According to
Josephus, the Essenes rejected slavery.
More than that, maintaining a strict
discipline in their isolated, but “large”
communities, they “eschew pleasureseeking”. Sexual intercourse was
outlawed, it seems. Despite that they
are “peculiarly attached to each other”.5
Josephus does, though, report that
one branch allowed marital relations
between men and women, albeit purely
for reasons of procreation.
The Essenes were “contemptuous
of wealth” and “communists to
perfection”. All possessions were
pooled. Members gave what they
had and took what they needed.6
Universal suffrage was used to elect
those in authority over the community.
Dietary laws were rigorous. No-one
Johanan ben Zakkai - rabbi
Jochanan in the Talmud - had
himself safely smuggled out of the
besieged city in a coffin, after which
he “made his way to the enemy
camp” (H Polard [translator] The
Talmud London 1978, p336). Here
he obtained permission from the
Roman general and future emperor,
Vespasian, to establish an academy
in Jamnia (Jabneh). Modern Judaism
- orthodox, liberal, conservative and
reform - traces back its origins to
this defining moment. Even before
that, however, during the initial phase
of Roman expansionism, we find
Pharisees cooperating with Roman
troops and Herod’s father, Antipater,
storming the Jerusalem temple
against the will of the people. The
purist priests are slaughtered by the
Pharisees. Under Herodian rule they
get their reward. The Pharisee party
dominated the 70-strong Sanhedrin
- the appointed council which
regulated Jewish religious matters.

**

was allowed to defile themselves by
eating “any creature or creeping thing”.
Nor was alcohol permitted. Life was
materially simple. Everyone wore the
same white linen till it was threadbare
with age. Ritualistic washing was
performed round the clock. Josephus
chuckles that they even cleaned
themselves after defecating - “though
emptying the bowels is quite natural”.7
The idea of a clean body had nothing
to do with our modern notions of
hygiene. It was to render oneself fit
for god’s knowledge and purpose something gained by painstaking study
of the Bible and the special insights of
the sect. Not that the community was
merely contemplative. Essenes took
part in the anti-Roman uprising of 66.
Despite certain differences, there
is a striking parallel with the group at
Qumran responsible for the Dead Sea
scrolls (written between 200 BCE and 68
CE). The Qumran community likewise
demands that those “entering the sect
transfer their property to the order”.
Extreme communism is practised.
Ritual is laid down in great detail. Key
decisions are taken by majority vote.
Meals are eaten in common. There is an
annual membership review. Clearly the
Essenes and the Qumran community
belong to, or stem from, the same
tradition. Qumran itself seems to have
been overrun by the future emperor,
Vespasian, and his army in 68.
It is germane too that Qumran
members living in wilderness camps
are described as “volunteers” and are
organised into thousands, hundreds,
fifties and tens - an echo of the way
the mythological Moses and Joshua
marshalled the men under their
command for their supposed invasion
of Canaan. Elsewhere the scrolls
envisage the recruitment of virtually
every Jewish male over the age of
20 into the holy army. Only the very
old, the mentally impaired and those
deemed religiously unclean are to be
excluded.
The Qumran community, and the
movement of which it was a part, was
made up of apocalyptic revolutionaries,
or holy warriors, awaiting their
predetermined fate. They fasted, prayed
for and expected Yahweh’s divine
intervention against the Romans and a
messiah (in the Dead Sea scrolls there
were to be two messiahs - one in charge
of religious affairs; the other a military
leader). After the hour appointed by
god, there would ensue a protracted,
33-year war in what were the last days:
[Then ther]e shall be a time of
salvation for the people of god, and
a time of domination for all the men
of his forces and eternal annihilation
for all the forces of Belial [the devil].
There shall be g[reat] panic [among]
the son of Japheth, Assyria shall fall
with no-one to come to his aid, and
the supremacy of the Kittim [Rome
– JC] shall cease, that wickedness be
overcome without a remnant. There
shall be no survivors of [all the sons
of] darkness.8

People’s party

Thankfully Josephus extends his
list. He writes of a so-called ‘fourth
philosophy’. Here at last we surely
have a description, no matter how
crude, of what must have been the
highly fragmented and complex
people’s party. Mostly Josephus simply
writes of “bandits” and “brigands”.
Clearly what he means, though, are not
normal thieves who are simply out for
personal gain. He is referring to what
we now call the left; albeit a left that
ought to be understood as an ancient
cross between Black September, the
Zapatistas and Shinning Path. Josephus
mentions the Sicarii. A movement of
urban guerrillas which “committed
numerous murders in broad daylight”.9
Their preferred tactic was to “mingle
with the festival crowd” in Jerusalem.
Concealing razor-sharp curved daggers
underneath their cloaks, they would

stab to death their target. Like fish the
Sicarii would then disappear in the
sea of people. Evidently they enjoyed
wide support amongst the Jerusalem
proletariat and lumpenproletariat. One
of their first victims was Jonathan, the
high priest. But there were many more.
Roman collaborators lived in constant
fear.
During the final years of Herod
there were numerous urban and rural
rebellions. Riots erupted in Jerusalem
and in Galilee guerrilla foci found
themselves gaining enough adherents
to allow regular military units to be
formed. Their leaders sometimes
had themselves crowned king on the
messianic model - among them was
Simon, a former slave of Herod and
Athronges, who was once a shepherd.
However, the most successful
liberation fighter was Judas, whose
father, Ezechias, was a well known
“bandit” executed in 47 BCE. Josephus
fumes that Judas “tried to stir the
natives to revolt” by encouraging them
not to pay taxes to the Romans. Judas
“was a rabbi” (teacher), says Josephus,
“with a sect of his own, and was quite
unlike the others”.10 His message was
republican, not monarchist. The people
should have no master except god.
The Romans felt compelled to
intervene and decided to establish
direct rule over Judea. Resistance was
crushed. There was much bloodshed.
Two thousand captives were reportedly
crucified and many sold into slavery.
The first measure enacted by Quirinius,
the Roman legate of Syria, was to order
a census in 6 CE. There was, to state the
obvious, no stipulation that every adult
male had to register at their place of
birth - a purely literary device invented
by Bible writers in order to move Joseph
and the pregnant Mary from what was
at the time a non-Roman-administered
Galilee in the north to Bethlehem to
the family town of the biblical king,
David, in the south. Nor - once again,
to state the obvious - was the census
anything to do with the provision
of public services or population
projections. Like the famed Doomsday
book of William I, its purpose was
quite unambiguous: assessing a new
acquisition for purposes of taxation
(ie, surplus extraction). As such it was
deeply resented and triggered another
popular rebellion.
Judas in Galilee aligned himself
with the dissident Pharisee, Zaddok,
whose agreed task was to rouse the
people of Jerusalem. What Josephus
calls the fourth philosophy was born.
It had many names, including ‘Sicarii’
and ‘Zealot’. Its various components
and factions would dominate popular
politics till the fall of Jerusalem in 70
and the final heroic stand at the desert
fortress of Massada in 74 - rather than
surrender to the Romans they preferred
mass suicide. Despite being a member
of the establishment, and someone
seeking to ingratiate himself with the
Romans, Josephus has to admit that
these “bandits” and “false prophets”
inspired the masses “to bold deeds”.
Their “madness infected the entire
people”, he writes sorrowfully.
Josephus exhibits mixed feelings
towards this fourth party. He was
upper class, but also a proud Jew. On
the one hand, he indignantly attacks
them as “bandits”, because they
butchered “distinguished people” and
because eventually they “brought
about our ruin”. Supposedly due to
such revolutionaries the Romans
sacked Jerusalem and crucified tens
of thousands - a moral stance akin to
blaming the Bund for the destruction
of the Warsaw ghetto rather than the
Nazis. On the other hand, he cannot
but admire their religious conviction
and moral steadfastness. Judas and the
most militant of the liberation fighters
“showed a stubborn love for liberty”
and would rather suffer torture than
“call any human being their master”.
This party combined religious
nationalism with physical force its supporters were committed to

a realistic, long-term guerrilla war
against the Romans. Formally the
odds were hopeless. However, their
‘zeal’ would triumph, as with Judah
Maccabee, Samson, Gideon and Joshua
before them. God would lend aid; but
they did not expect miracles. During
the 66-70 revolution in Jerusalem the
zealot party emerged under Eleazar
to lead the poorer quarters of the city.
Together revolutionary preachers,
messianic prophets and zealot guerrilla
leaders turned biblical texts against the
Herodian aristocracy and the Sadducee
priest-caste. Their subservience to the
‘beast’ - ie, Rome - was denounced as
blasphemy against god and religious
law. Because of their heinous sins
Yahweh no longer brought Israel
victory, but punishment in the form of
defeat, poverty and humiliation. To cap
it all, the Romans were not averse to
parading images of their god-emperor
in Jerusalem - sacrilege for any Jew.
They even proposed in 39-40 to erect
a statue of Gaius Caligula in their
temple. No wonder the Jewish populus
detested the Romans, much like the
Poles detested the Nazis.
For over a hundred years Palestine
was a hotbed of revolt within the Roman
empire - the uprisings of 6 CE and 6674 CE and the Bar-Kokhba kingdom
in the 2nd century being outstanding
examples. However, if Palestine was
Roman’s Ireland, Galilee in the far
north, where Jesus was supposed to
have grown from childhood, was its
county Fermanagh.***

Fog of falsification

Set against the nationalist-religious
background I have outlined above, the
New Testament Jesus is a very strange
person, to say the least. Nowhere
does he challenge or even question
the Roman occupation of Judea and
indirect rule of Galilee (at the time
of Jesus it was ruled by a pro-Roman
Jewish satrap - Herod Antipas). Instead
he appears to positively love the Roman
tyrant. It is the Pharisees who earn his
condemnation and rebukes. Jesus even
urges fellow Jews to dutifully pay
Roman taxes: “Render unto Caesar ...”
Frankly that would have been akin to
Tommy Sheridan telling the people of
Glasgow they should pay the hated poll
tax under Margaret Thatcher. And yet
incongruously Jesus manages to gain
an enthusiastic mass following among
the rural and urban poor.
His birth and infancy are even
harder to swallow. The Roman census
in what is now 1 BCE - as we said,
there was one in 6 CE - unbelievably
requires subjects of the empire to
travel to the place of their birth! If
such a stipulation had been made, the
subsequent movement of people would
surely have caused complete chaos.
In fact all the Romans required was
registration at one’s normal place of
residence. Galileans incidentally would
not have been affected. Anyway, or
so the story goes, Joseph, the ‘father’
of Jesus, and his heavily pregnant, but
virgin wife, trek all the way from a
place supposedly called Nazareth in the
far north to Bethlehem in Judea. There,
guided by a wondrous star, shepherds
and wise men shower the child with
praise and gifts, just before king Herod,
the father of Herod Antipas, orders
the massacre of the innocents. But
only after Joseph and Mary, having
been warned by an angel, flee towards
Egypt. All pure invention, as was the
ability of Jesus to outwit the temple
priests in theology when he later visits
Jerusalem as a 12-year-old child.
Here, as with much else, we have
the heavy hand of propaganda and
later Greek rewriters. In general it has
to be said that the gospels - written
*** It is quite possible that the writers
of the New Testament invented the
town of Nazareth in an attempt
to obscure the name of the Jesus
party: ie, his being a Nazorite or
Nazorean. These terms derive not
from the town, Nazareth, but from
the Hebrew for being ‘separated’ or
‘consecrated’.

between 40 and 90 years after Jesus’
death - display profound ignorance
of the elementary facts of Jewish life.
Moreover they become progressively
more hostile to Jews. To use the current
phrase, they become progressively
more anti-Semitic. In John, the last
of the four official gospels, Jesus is a
pro-Roman, Mithras-like man-god,
whom the Jews collectively wish to see
dead: “[Y]ou seek to kill me.” Hence
the enemies of Jesus are described as
“the Jews”. John associates the Jews
with lies, the forces of darkness and
the devil. He also has Jesus telling the
‘Samaritan woman’ that “salvation is
from the Jews”.11 In this tradition Jesus
knowingly sacrifices himself in order
to atone for the sins of the gentiles, not
the Jews.
Yet, by drawing on what we know
of the Jews at the time and removing
obvious invention, we can arrive at
a much more probable version of
events. Charismatic, fearless and well
educated, Jesus was probably a rabbi
(teacher and preacher). He appears
to have come to believe, during the
course of his ministry, that he was
not only a prophet, but the messiah
(or anointed one), who would deliver
the Jewish people from Rome (and
end the days of the robber empires).
He therefore spoke of himself as the
‘Son of David’ or ‘Son of god’. By
saying this, he certainly did not mean
to imply that he was a man-god - a
blasphemous concept for Jews. That
is why two of the gospels - Matthew
and Luke - are interesting, in that
they leave in the great lengths earlier
source accounts had gone to in order
to prove that through Joseph he was
biologically directly related to king
David “14 generations” before12 ... and
before that to Adam himself. Luke iii
provides a much longer list compared
with Matthew and a genealogy which
also contains many different names
(passages in the Old Testament, such
as 1 Chronicles iii,19, contradict both
Matthew and Luke - so much for the
inerrancy of the Bible).
The prophet Micah had predicted
that the messiah would be born in
Bethlehem - the royal seat of David.
By placing his birth in this town,
Jesus and his early propagandists were
proclaiming him to be the lawful king,
as opposed to the Herodian upstarts.
It was like some medieval peasant
leader announcing himself to be the
direct heir of Harold Godwinson and
hence the true Saxon king of England
against the Plantagenet or Angevine
descendants of William of Normandy.
Fantastic Reality - Marxism
and the politics of religion

Jack Conrad, pp627, £20, €25,
$30 US, from:November Publications, BCM
Box 928, London WC1N 3XX.
Cheques payable to November
Publications.
“One of the best political
documents based on Marxist
historical materialism that I’ve
read in quite some time - if ever
… an absolute must-read for
Marxists, socialists and atheists.
Open-minded history buffs and
political science majors might
find it useful too.”
J E Farrow,
editor, Gnostic Communications
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JESUS
Roman domination was initially
imposed through Herodian kings,
who were Idumean (ie, from the area
to the south of Judea) and therefore at
most only semi-Jewish in background
and religious observance. The Dead
Sea scrolls exude an uncompromising
rejection, disgust and hostility for the
king - presumably Herod, or one of
his successors - who was appointed
by the Romans. He is condemned as a
“foreigner” and a “covenant breaker”.
Jesus’ claim to be king of the Jews
was unmistakably political. He was
proclaiming himself to be the leader of
a popular revolution that would bring
forth a communistic ‘kingdom of god’.
No pie in the sky when you die. The
slogan, ‘kingdom of god’, was of this
world and was widely used by fourthparty, Zealot and other such antiRoman forces. It conjured up for Jews
an idealised vision of the old theocratic
system - which could only be realised
by defeating the Romans. In the new
days it will be the poor who benefit and
the rich who suffer:
[B]lessed be you poor, for yours
is the kingdom of god .... But woe
unto you that are rich ... Woe unto
you that are full now, for you shall
hunger. Woe unto you that laugh
now, for you shall mourn and weep.13
This imminent class retribution was
not to be confined to Israel alone. The
Jews were Yahweh’s revolutionary
vanguard. Through them Jesus’ plan
was for a universal utopia. From
Jerusalem a “world theocracy”, with
Jesus at its head, would redeem
“all nations”.14 From then onwards
peace reigns; swords are beaten into
ploughshares and the wolf lies down
with the lamb.
Samuel
Brandon
(1907-71)
argued in his noted 1967 study that
Jesus and the Zealots were part of
the same revolutionary movement.15
But I think it is obvious now that
Jesus was no Zealot. He was an
apocalyptic revolutionary similar to
John the Baptist. He “believed in the
miraculous character of the coming
salvation, as described in the writings
of the scriptural prophets”.16 Jesus was
not interested in military strategy or
tactics. Rome would be beaten without
either conventional or guerrilla war.
Nevertheless, though Jesus did not
train his followers in the use of arms,
five of his 12 inner circle of disciples
clearly came from the ranks of the
revolutionary ‘bandits’ and retained
guerrilla nicknames (including Peter
Barjonah - ‘outlaw’; Simon - the Zealot;
James and John - the ‘sons of thunder’;
and Judas Iscariot - the ‘dagger-man’).
This is not surprising. Jesus was
no pacifist: “I come not to send peace
but a sword!”17 While liberation would
have a military aspect, primarily it
depended on supernatural assistance.
There would be a decisive battle, where
a tiny army of the righteous overcome
overwhelmingly superior odds. In the
Bible Gideon fought and won against
the Midianites with only 300 men - he
told the other 20,000 men in his army
to “return home”.18 So the methods of
Jesus and the guerrilla fighters differed,
but were not entirely incompatible.
They differed on the degree that their
strategy relied on divine intervention.
Either way, the Zealots were unlikely to
have actively opposed Jesus. He might
have been a factional opponent, but he
was no enemy. His mass movement
would at the very least have been
seen by the Zealots as a tremendous
opportunity.
Jesus was therefore not isolated from
Jewish life and the political turmoil that
swirled around him. On the contrary, he
was its product and for a short time its
personification. The notion that Jesus
opposed violence is a pretty transparent
Christian invention, designed to
placate the Roman authorities and
overcome their fears that the followers
of the dead man-god were dangerous
subversives. The real Jesus would

never have said, “Resist not evil.”
The idea is a monstrosity, fit only for
despairing appeasers. Jewish scripture
is packed with countless examples of
prophets fighting what they saw as
evil - not least foreign oppressors. The
real Jesus preached the ‘good news’
within the Jewish tradition against evil.
He appears determined to save every
‘lost sheep of Israel’ - including social
outcasts and transgressors, such as the
hated tax-collectors - for the coming
apocalypse. Salvation depended on a
total life change.
After the execution of John the
Baptist, Jesus reveals himself to be
not simply a prophetic ‘preparer of
the way’, but the messiah. “Whom say
you that I am?” he asks his disciples.
“You are the Christ,” answers Peter.19
This was an extraordinary claim, but
one fully within the Jewish thoughtworld. He was not and would not have
been thought of as mad. In biblical
tradition there had been prophets
and even prophet-rulers (Moses and
Samuel). Jesus was claiming to be
the messiah-king: ie, the final king. In
Jesus the spiritual and secular would be
joined. A bold idea, which must have
“aroused tremendous enthusiasm in his
followers, and great hope in the country
generally”.20 Perhaps this explains why
after he was cruelly killed on a Roman
cross the Jesus party refused to believe
he had really died. His claimed status
put him in terms of myth at least on a
par with Elijah: he would return at the
appointed hour to lead them to victory.
New Testament (re)writers are at
pains to play down or deny Jesus’
assumed royal title. Claiming to be
‘King of the Jews’ was to openly rebel
against Rome. Instead they concentrate
on terms like ‘messiah’ or ‘christ’,
which they portray as being otherworldly. The Jews, and the disciples,
are shown as not understanding this
concept, though it existed in their sacred
writings which they had surely studied
and knew all about. Nevertheless, even
in the gospels, the truth occasionally
flashes through the fog of falsification
and makes it possible to reconstruct
the probable pattern of Jesus’ brief
revolutionary career.

Culmination

The account of the so-called
transfiguration on Mount Hermon
described in Mark was no mystical
event, but the crowning (or anointing)
of king Jesus by his closest disciples,
Peter, James and John. Having travelled
to the far-north country, one disciple
seems to have crowned him, while the
other two acted as the prophets, Moses
and Elijah.21 Like Saul, David and
Solomon, the new king was, through
the ceremony, “turned into another
man”.22 Having been crowned, the
prophet-king began a carefully planned
royal progress towards his capital city,
Jerusalem (see map). The idea would
have been to evangelise at each stop and
build up a fervent mass movement. All
the time he has 12 close disciples acting
for him - their number symbolising the
so-called 12 tribes of Israel. He also
sends out before him 70 more into
“every city and place” - a significant
number in Jewish culture: the lawmaking council, the Sanhedrin, had
70 members, Israel’s chief polytheistic
god, El, had 70 children, etc.
From Mount Hermon the royal
procession makes its way south, into
Galilee, then to the east bank of the
Jordan and Peraea, before reaching
Jericho. King Jesus has a big entourage
and is greeted by enthusiastic crowds.
He preaches the coming kingdom of
god and with it “eternal life”.23 The
poor are to inherit the world and, unless
the rich sell what they have and give
to the poor, they will be damned: “It is
easier for a camel to go through the eye
of a needle than for a rich man to enter
the kingdom of god”.24 Jesus performs
many miracles. The blind are given
sight, cripples walk, etc (cities and
towns were teeming with professional
beggars, no doubt including the

professionally crippled and blind).
Finally, he triumphantly enters a
swollen Jerusalem - either during the
spring Passover or possibly in the
autumn festival of the Tabernacles.
Pilgrims could double the normal
population. Then there was the additional
influx produced by the Jesus movement
itself. Symbolism is vital for all such
apocalyptic revolutionaries. Jesus rides
upon an ass’s foal (thus fulfilling the
prophesy of Zechariah ix,9). There is no
doubt what the masses think. They greet
Jesus with unrestrained joy and proclaim
him ‘Son of David’ and ‘King of Israel’ as I have argued, both are revolutionaryroyal titles. Palm branches are strewn
before him and, showing their defiance
of Rome, the crowd cries out, ‘Hosanna’
(Save us).
With the help of the masses Jesus
and his lightly armed band of close
followers force their way to the temple.
Zealot and other fourth-party cadre
perhaps play a decisive, if discreet,
role. Suffice to say, the religious police
of the high priest are easily dispersed.
Jesus angrily drives out the venal
Sadducee priesthood from the temple.
They “have made it a den of robbers”.25
Meanwhile, the other priests carry on
with their duties.
The Romans and their agents
would have viewed these events as a
nuisance rather than anything much
else. Little rebellions at festival times
were not uncommon. Nevertheless,
in possession of the temple, Jesus and
his followers were protected by the
“multitude” from the poor quarter of
the city. The priesthood is said to have
been “afraid of the people”.26 It debated
theology with Jesus, but could do no
more.
Jesus expected a miracle. There
would be a tremendous battle: on
the one side, the Romans and their
quislings; on the other, his disciples
alongside “12 legions of angels”.27
Jesus, his disciples and his angels will
assuredly win. The defiled temple will
then be destroyed and rebuilt in “three
days”.28 Simultaneously, the dead will
rise and Yahweh, with Jesus sitting at
his right hand, will judge all the nations.
Jesus waited seven days for the
apocalyptic arrival of god’s kingdom.

It was expected to come on the eighth.
At the last supper he expectantly says:
“I will drink no more of the fruit of the
vine [juice, not alcohol] until that day
I drink it in the new kingdom of god”.
Having taken himself to the garden
of Gethsemane - outside the temple
complex and the city walls - Jesus
prayed his heart out. But “the hour” did
not arrive. A cohort of Roman soldiers
(300-600 men) and the religious police
did. Perhaps they were guided by
Judas, perhaps not (Kautsky says the
idea of anyone in the Sadducee party
not knowing what Jesus looked like is
just too improbable).
Jesus was easily captured. (In Mark, a
naked youth narrowly escapes - frankly,
I do not have a clue what this aspect of
the story is about. Were Jesus and his
closest lieutenants about to carry out a
miracle-bringing human sacrifice?) It is
a grossly unequal contest. His disciples
only had “two swords”. “It is enough,”
Jesus had assured them.29 There was a
brief skirmish, according to the biblical
account. Supposedly Jesus then says,
“No more of this”, and rebukes the
disciple, Simon Peter, who injured
Malchus, a “slave of the high priest”.
His right ear had been lopped off.
Miraculously, Jesus heals him. Jesus
is thus presented as being opposed
to bloodshed: “for all who take the
sword will perish by the sword”.30
Obviously a fabricated interpolation.
We have already seen Jesus promising
cataclysmic violence and arming his
followers, albeit with only two swords
- the angels though would have been
fully equipped for the final battle.
Interrogated by the high priest,
Jesus was quickly handed over to the
Roman governor, Pilate, as a political
prisoner. Without fuss or bother Jesus
was found guilty of sedition - he was
forbidding the payment of Caesar’s
taxes and had proclaimed himself
king of the Jews. Jesus had no thought
or intent of delivering himself up as
a sacrificial lamb. He had expected
an awesome miracle and glory, not
capture and total failure. The gospels
report his dejection and refusal to
“answer, not even to a single charge”.31
Pilate was doubtless confronted by
Jerusalem’s revolutionary crowd. It

The Palestine
of Jesus

would have been demanding Jesus’
freedom, not crying, “Away with him,
crucify him”.32 There was certainly no
custom in occupied Palestine whereby
the population could gain the release
of any condemned prisoner “whom
they wanted”.33 Pilate did not seek to
“release him”. The notion of Pilate’s
“innocence” is as absurd as the blood
guilt of the Jews. Obviously yet another
later pro-Roman insert.
After whipping, beating and spitting
upon him, Pilate had Jesus thrown into
prison. Then, perhaps straight away,
perhaps after a number of months,
had him sent to an agonising death
(Pilate may well have waited till the
spring Passover festival, so he could
make Jesus an example before as
many Jews as possible). Jesus was
paraded through the streets, guarded by
a “whole battalion”. Pilate’s plan was
to humiliate the ‘King of the Jews’ and
demonstrate his powerlessness. Jesus
is stripped and a (royal) scarlet robe is
draped over his shoulders. To complete
the picture, a “crown of thorns” is
mockingly planted on his head and a
“reed” placed in his right hand.34 He is
crucified along with two other rebels
and derided by the Romans and their
collaborating allies. Over his head
they, on Pilate’s orders, “put the charge
against him” - “This is the king of
the Jews”.35 John has the chief priests
objecting - that has a ring of truth.
They wanted Pilate to write, “This
man said he was king of the Jews”. A
headstrong Pilate has none of it. John
puts these blunt words in his mouth:
“What I have written I have written”.36
The last words of Jesus also ring true:
‘Eli, eli, lama sabachthani?’ (My god,
my god, why hast thou forsaken me?).
Yahweh had not acted. There were no
angels, no last battle. Jesus was a brave
revolutionary who wrongly staked all not on the masses, but on a coup and
divine intervention.
There are supposedly miraculous
happenings at his moment of death,
however. Saints rise from their graves
and walk about. There are earthquakes.
The curtain in the temple is torn in two.
Even more fanciful, the Bible has it that
it is the Roman centurion and guard
who are first to declare that the man
they have just killed is “Truly son of
god”.37 Actually for them it was just like
any other day’s work. The execution
of rebel ringleaders was a common
occurrence for the Roman garrison l
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REVIEW

Land and the rentier economy
Brett Christophers The new enclosure: the appropriation of public land in
neoliberal Britain Verso 2018, pp384, £20

The more land privatised, the higher the price

I

should have reviewed Brett
Christophers’ book when it
came out this time last year.
But better late than never. In 2017,
Christophers - professor in human
geography at Uppsala University,
Sweden - published an excellent
book, The great leveller, which takes
a refreshingly new angle on the nature
of capitalism.
He says that we need to look at
how capitalism is continually facing
a dynamic tension between the
underlying forces of competition and
monopoly.1 Christophers argues that in
this dynamic, law and legal measures
have an underappreciated role in trying
to preserve a “delicate balance between
competition and monopoly”, which
is needed to “regulate the rhythms of
capitalist accumulation”. And earlier
this year, Christophers published
an important piece of research on
‘renterism’, as he calls it, in preparation
for a new book on the nature of the
modern ‘rentier’ economy.2
But, in between, Christophers
also wrote The new enclosure,
which delivers a forensic analysis
of the ownership of land in Britain
- historically the largest economic
category of rental income in the
modern capitalist economy. Indeed,
ever since the ‘enclosures’ of common
land from the 16th century onwards,
land has been privatised to accrue
income through rent: ie, income from
property appropriated, not by the
exploitation of labour, but through
monopoly ownership of an asset income that Marx called ‘ground rent’.
Christophers shows that land
makes up a staggering share of
national wealth. Using the UK as
his laboratory, he finds that, out of
total national wealth of £9.8 trillion,
land accounted for £5 trillion and
houses and other structures added
another £3.5 trillion on top of that.
The ownership of land acts as a store
of wealth and, as the rents rack up,
so grows inequality of incomes
and wealth, while restricting the
productive power of an economy.
The new enclosures of the 20th
century in the UK emerged in the
neoliberal period from the early 1980s,
when roughly half of publicly owned
estates were privatised - the biggest
of the Thatcherite privatisations.
Christophers carefully estimates
that an astonishing two million
hectares of public land, worth

£400 billion, has been appropriated by
the private sector in recent decades,
representing 10% of the British
land mass. When Thatcher entered
Downing Street in May 1979, more
land was owned by the state than ever
before: 20% of Britain’s total area.
Today the figure is 10.5%.
For example, in 1979, 42% of
the UK’s population lived in council
housing. Today the figure is less than
8%. The new private owners of this
public land hoarded the assets and
throttled the construction of new
homes, thus driving up house prices
and rents. From a peak of 350,000
permanent dwellings constructed per
annum in the late 1960s, construction
activity has fallen to around 150,000
units per year. Land now accounts for
70% of a the sale price of a house. In
the 1930s it was just two percent.

Hope value

What happened? When Britain’s
post-war house-building boom began,
it was based on cheap land. As the
book The land question by Daniel
Bentley of the think-tank, Civitas,
sets out,3 the 1947 Town and Country
Planning Act under Clement Attlee’s
government allowed local authorities
to acquire land for development at
“existing use value”. The unserviced
land cost component for homes in
Harlow and Milton Keynes was just
1% of housing costs at the time.
But landowners rebelled and
Harold Macmillan’s Conservative
government introduced the 1961
Land Compensation Act. Henceforth,
landowners were to be paid the value
of the land, including any ‘hope
Brett Christophers:
forensic
analysis

value’, when developed. Today a
hectare of land is worth 100 times
more when used for housing rather
than farming. Yet, when a council
grants planning permission, all the
value goes to the landowner, not the
public. Bentley says landowners
pocketed £9 billion in profit from land
they sold for new housing in 2014-15.
Major infrastructure projects such as
Crossrail 2 and the Bakerloo tube line
extension are estimated to cost the
public purse £36 billion. Landowners,
meanwhile, will pocket £87 billion
from increased land values nearby.
Some externalities!
Classical
political
economy,
starting with Adam Smith and David
Ricardo and then going on to Karl
Marx, explained the peculiar nature
of this geographically bound asset
that can be commodified, accruing
an income for the owner without any
productive effort. “As soon as the land
of any country has all become private
property,” Adam Smith wrote in The
wealth of nations, “the landlords,
like all other men, love to reap where
they never sowed, and demand a rent
even for its natural produce.” This
is the beauty of land: it is an asset
that increases in value according to
demand, without any expenditure or
labour on the part of its owner.
Thus both the early 19th century
political economists of industrial
capital and Marx agreed on the need
to nationalise land - indeed, it is in the
Communist manifesto. But it has not
happened. Instead, private ownership
has increased and through inheritance
has ensured the continuation of the
same ruling elites for centuries. A recent
study by two economists at the Bank of
Italy found that the wealthiest families
in Florence today are descended from
the wealthiest families of Florence
nearly 600 years ago!4
So the rise of merchant capitalism
in the city states of Italy and then the
expansion of industrial capitalism and
now finance capital made little or no
difference to who owned the wealth.
When, in 1873, the government
published the Return of Owners
of Land, the most comprehensive
survey of British land distribution
since the Domesday Book, it came
as no surprise that almost all the top
hundred landowners were also
members of the House of Lords.
Just as predictably, 30% of
today’s Tory MPs are landlords.

The private ownership of land
is part of what I call the rentier
economy5 - income accruing to the
owners of financial assets or physical
resources. This income (rent, interest
and dividends) is appropriated from
the productive sectors of capitalism,
where surplus value has been
obtained through the exploitation of
labour. Such rentier income can be
appropriated from overseas through
bank lending and foreign investment
(as it has been in the UK), but also
domestically from land rentals.
As LSE professor Jerome Roos
perceptively pointed out in the British
left journal New Statesman,
... the concentration of wealth
and power in the hands of a
few privileged rentiers is not
a deviation from capitalist
competition, but a logical and
regular outcome. In theory,
we can distinguish between
an unproductive rentier and a
productive capitalist. But there
is nothing to stop the productive,
supposedly
responsible
businessperson becoming an
absentee landlord or a remote
shareholder, and this is often
what happens. The rentier class is
not an aberration, but a common
recurrence - one which tends to
accompany periods of protracted
economic decline.6
Christophers’ book shows once
again that any plan to replace the
capitalist mode of production with
common ownership must include
the nationalisation of the large
landowners and the abolition of
rentier income l
Michael Roberts
Michael Roberts blogs at https://
thenextrecession.wordpress.com.

Notes
1. See https://thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2017/03/06/getting-a-level-playing-field.
2. See https://thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2019/09/27/a-rent-seeking-economy.
3. D Bentley The land question: fixing the
dysfunction at the root of the housing crisis
London 2018.
4. https://voxeu.org/article/what-s-your-surnameintergenerational-mobility-over-six-centuries.
5. https://thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2013/01/28/the-rentier-economy.
6. www.newstatesman.com/politics/
economy/2019/09/rentier-capitalism-does-notcome-reset-button.

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
The Weekly Worker is licensed by
November Publications under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial
4.0 International Licence: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
legalcode. ISSN 1351-0150.
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Guard
against the
betrayal that
will come

Unworthy crew
Like Corbyn, none of his prospective successors are prepared to challenge the Labour right head on, says
Stan Keable of Labour Party Marxists

A

lthough
not
surprising,
Jeremy Corbyn’s decision
to stand down as leader after
resisting for so long the unremitting
bullying by Labour’s right wing
and the entire establishment is
immensely disappointing for the
party’s mass rank and file, who
would still vote him in, given the
chance.
For all their noise, the right
cannot force him out. They can
easily muster the required 20% of
the combined MPs (203) and MEPs
(10) to nominate a challenger, but
they dare not, because in a ‘one
member, one vote’ contest any socalled ‘moderate’ would be thrashed
by the leftwing membership.
Corbyn does not have to go; he
ought not to resign - he should stay
at his post in order to lead the fight
to empower Labour’s membership,
oust the party’s pro-capitalism
career politicians and bureaucrats
and show what the workers’
movement can do in opposition.
But that is not Corbyn. His time
in office has been frittered away
appeasing the right, not fighting
them.
In the election for leader and
deputy leader, when the time
comes,
each
candidate
will
require nominations by 10% of the
combined Parliamentary Labour
Party and European PLP - ie, 22
parliamentarians - as well as either
5% of Constituency Labour Parties
or “3 affiliates (at least 2 of which
shall be trade union affiliates)
compromising
5
percent
of
affiliated membership” (rule 2Bi).1
We can be sure, this time, that no
rightwing “morons” will ‘lend’ their
nominations to a left candidate. But
although the parliamentary left can
surely muster 22 nominees, can
they be brought behind the same
candidates for leader and deputy
leader - and how will this slate be
chosen? If Momentum is touting
Angela Rayner and Rebecca LongBailey, as the Daily Mail states,2 we
should treat those contenders with
some considerable caution.
What an unworthy crew of
potential candidates is on offer.
None has stood up against the false
anti-Semitism claims, as Chris
Williamson did; none has shown
solidarity with its victims.
Keir Starmer: chair of
the PLP and the preferred
candidate of its rightwing majority,
he is unlikely to gain the votes of
the left membership under present
circumstances. His claim to be a
“socialist” is accompanied by what
amounts to a promise to continue
appeasing Labour’s Blairites. True,
he seems to have been a member
of the International Revolutionary
Marxist Tendency and served on
the editorial board of Socialist
Alternatives (an obscure, soft left,

party and prevent figures “similar”
to Corbyn “such as Rebecca LongBailey or Angela Rayner taking the
reins”.5 She will surely have Tony
Blair and some big money behind
her campaign - perhaps the prelude
to a rightwing split, if a Corbyncontinuity candidate wins. She
claims that “millions” have asked her
to be Labour leader.
Yvette Cooper: ran against
Corbyn in 2015. From the
right of the PLP. However, the more
thinking sections of the right may well
prefer going with a candidate from
the shadow cabinet in the expectation
that they can be turned against the left
- like Neil Kinnock. Doubtless she
wants to keep her profile high in the
hope of promotion.

Even if blessed by Corbyn the determination is to keep unity with right
quarterly Pabloite publication). But
that was in the 1980s - a lifetime
ago.
Emily Thornberry: a wolf
in sheep’s clothing, she is
apparently loyal to both Corbyn
and Labour Friends of Israel, which
protects her from the anti-Semitism
smear. Can garner left votes by using
vicarious anti-fascist rhetoric: she
would have fought the blackshirts at
Cable Street, of course.
Rebecca Long-Bailey: the
continuity candidate promoted
by John McDonnell and frequently
praised by Len McCluskey.
Would use nuclear weapons “if
circumstances required”3 - a signal to
the capitalist establishment that she
would be a loyal servant of the current
order.
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Lisa Nandy: a ‘moderate’
remainer, she was suggested
as a possible leader by the soft left
Owen Jones at the time of the Owen
Smith (who?) leadership challenge.
Resigned from Corbyn’s shadow
cabinet in June 2016 as part of the
rightwing bid to remove him.
Angela Rayner: softest of the
soft left, she preferred Harriet
Harman to Corbyn as leader. Voted
against an enquiry into the Iraq war
and took up the luxury, all-expensespaid propaganda visit to Israel offered
to all new MPs by Labour Friends
of Israel. Back in 2015, Angela
“ideology never put food on my table”
Rayner gave honest praise to Norman
Finkelstein’s The holocaust industry
as a “seminal” book, but retracted
this when faced with the Labour

anti-Semitism witch-hunt. When she
was shadow education secretary in
December 2018, she told the Board of
Deputies annual Chanukah reception
“how sorry I am for that”.4 Over the
last few days she has pared down
her ambitions. The story is that she
will run for deputy leader on LongBailey’s ticket. Richard Burgon is also
considering the same proposition.
Jess Phillips: although
the Daily Mail’s favourite,
she is being sold as a ‘salt of the
earth’ real working class woman
from Brum, unlike all those with
a London accent. Has the gift of
the gab, able to dismiss potential
rivals to her left as being not really
working class. Has joined with the
campaign of expelled Blairite spin
doctor Alastair Campbell to recruit
100,000 “centrists” to rejoin the

Clive Lewis: dabbles with
the left occasionally, but has
made his position perfectly clear when
it comes to the anti-Zionism equals
anti-Semitism witch-hunt: he is on
the wrong side. Lewis talks about
wanting to “play a key role in helping
rebuilding our party.” By that he
means himself as leader and rebuilding
the PLP, not Labour’s constituency
organisations. He too peddles the line
that he will be “able to take the left
and centre of the party, and beyond,
and be able to defend our democracy
and be in a position where aggressive
politics of this country can challenge
the Conservatives” - code for attacking
the left and capitulating to the Blairite
right. Paul Mason’s perfect candidate:
he too calls for the unity of “left and
centre” and “reaching out”.
David Lammy: a failed
Blairite, though he has won
the support of The Spectator’s Rod
Liddle. Stands little chance, given
that he is coming from backbench
obscurity l

Notes
1. http://labourpartymarxists.org.uk/wp-content/

uploads/Rule-Book-2019.pdf.
2. www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7792791/
Labour-grandees-plan-flood-party-100-000moderate-members.html.
3.www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2019-50604613.
4. www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/labour-s-angelarayner-addresses-the-elephant-in-the-room-atboard-s-chanukah-celebration-1.473458.
5. www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7792791/
Labour-grandees-plan-to-flood-party-100-000moderate-members.html.
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